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Drake murder unsolved after a year
by The Investigative Team
For the IDst month, the eight
students from Ms Margare! Coloian's investigative reporting class,
acting as a cityroom investigative
team, have been examining the conditions under which RWC studenr
Diane Drake diea, interviewing
family, friends, acquaintances and
reliable sources about circumstances leading up to her death,
and digging deeper into information obtained.
She was a beautiful strawberry
blonde who happened to turn down
a ride from her boyfriend's mother
on that rainy afternoon at 2:30 pm,
March 21,1980. Instead, she chose
to walk-- tragically.
Nearly one year after the strangulation of 19-year-old RWC sophomore Djane Ruth Drake, whose
nude body was found on Newport's
Easton Beach some 20 hours
after she headed for work, a
plethora of questions relating to her
Her
Joanne Tiberio' death remain unanswered.
Diane's mother, Mrs. John Drake, against photo- assailant is yet to be found. So are
clothes.
graphs of her husband and Diane at their Portsmouth her
Who killed Diane Drake, who
__~h!o~m~e~.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 lived with another woman on 9
Easton Road, Middletown? Who
could kill the criminll1 justice major
who was saiu to hav been ablt. t~
talk her way out of any troublesome situation? And why? Is her .
assailant still around the Newport
area? Or has he fled? No one can
by Joanne TIberio
at 2:40 pm. Diane was next seen by
Scattered about the room are the two state highway workers who say for sure.
As many as 20 police detectives
photographs of her nine children.
found her nude body on Easton's
from
Middletown and Newport are
Some are on the mantle, others are Beach in Newport at 10:25 the
yet
to
charge a suspect and sO far,
set on furniture.
following morning.
according
to Newport Police Capt.
And one hangs over the desk, in
Where
Diane
was
those
20 hours William E. Janes, up to $80,000 has
the comer of the comfortable living
is probably one of the biggest been spent in the grueling investroom.
mysteries surrounding her death.
"That was taken at her sisters Although the first theory suggests igation that includes the services of
the FBI, 27 volunteer psychics, a
wedding the October before..... the Diane may have been hitchhiking
handwriting
analyst and at least one
soft voice of Mrs. John Drake trails and a stranger picked her up, one
Said one Newport
eyewitness driving on Valley Road hypnotist.
off.
Police
official
of the only unsolved
the
same
time
that
day
contends
"It's a nice picture." And it is,
that
she
saw
Diane
get
into
a
car
••If we had three
homicide
last
year,
displaying a pretty girl whose hair is
with someone she seemed to know.
more blonde than red and is Did she go for a ride with an ac- ofthese cases a year, we'd wipe out
our budget."
garnished with a single flower.
quaintance that day?
"Yes... " she says.
Almost a year after the strangu}a"The reason I feel so strongly that
tion death of her 19-year-old
she knew who picked her up was
daughter, Mrs. Drake looks at the because...that was Diane. She just
picture, her eyes narrow with pain wouldn't get in just anybody's car.
and wonder of what really happen- She had to have known them,"Mrs.
ed to her seventh child. The young Drake says,with the insistance of a
~J"'Forte
woman's assailant was never
mother who was close to her
The senseless death of Diane
found.
daughter.
Drake triggered something in the
"As a mother I'm heartbroken,
"Diane was a trusting kid, she
and I'd like to know what happened,.. wasn't afraid of anyone, she was
minds of the members of Ms.
quavers Mrs. Drake, perched on such a trusting kid." Mrs. Drake
Margaret Coloian's Investigative
Journalism class. The result: an
the edge of her crushed velvet chair. raises her left hand and rubs her
investigation by the class, indeHer voice rises. "It's so frustra- forehead roughly just below her
pendent of any other investigation,
ting for us. Here it is, almost a year blonde hairline. "I don't know
of Diane Drake's death.
later and the girl was walking in the how they could live with this," she
Working as an investigative team
middle of the afternoon and she sniffs as she looks to the floor. She
the eight members of the class
just disappeared off the face of the is close to tears.
began by collecting background
earth for so many hours." She
To date, the police have been
information on the ~.
wrenches her hands around a white using more than one psychic to help
Logging over i,OOO miles in search
tissue.
develop leads which lack evidence.
of evidence, members of the team
And so be it. Thus far, clues and "They began dealing with psychics
. listened to a tape of a
leads to determine who killed Diane from Boston. That's when I bowed
psychic's . accoul!t of the day;
and why have turned up empty. To out."
It is one of the first
her family, the fragments of her' emotional interjections by Mr.
Diane was missing.
story seem to drift farther away John Drake.
The classroom was transformed
with every passing day.
At a first meeting, he seems
into a newspaper city room each
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
Diane had been determined to distant, possibly cold, but after
have been walking on Valley Road melting away the ice of first
11 am when the team reported their
in Middletown on route to her job introductions,it is learned that Mr.
discoveries.
at a Photo Patio booth the stormy Drake is a retired navy captain and
All assignments were handed out
day of Friday,) March 21, 19~0 the backbone of his closeknit
on a volunteer basis.
where she was last seen by witnesses
continued on page 8 . Each student checked in with the

rakes no longer
the "perfect" faOOly

Janes has narrowed down his
search to three possible suspects,
two who have histories of emotional difficulties. The I-Team, worle'ing independently from the police,
also support a narrowing down to
three suspects.
.
One suspect's handwriting sample
was recently obtained by the
I-Team and examined by certified
document examiner Pauline Patchis
whose credentials include examination of pOssible forged signatures on
the Declaration of Independence.
She reports that present in the
sample are characteristics of bad
temper, irritability, impatience,
depression, defiance and barbaric
behavior.
Also present is a
persistence to succeed-oat any cost,
a stickler-for-detail trait and a loner
personality.
Other previously unknown findings are as follows:
-Diane had possibly been tied at
the wrists, ankles and biceps,
probably with a soft material like a

searl
-An autopsy report suggests her
assailant may be lefthanded if the
fatal blow to her larynx occurred in
the car in which she was riding.
- That it is possible Diane could've
lived six hours or so in great pain
after her larynx was crushed.
-That two suspects have histories
of emotional disorder, although
both were released after questioning,
one could not verifiably account fOl
; his .~h.ereabou(s.
at the time
Diane was missing.
-That her nude body, never
sexually assaulted, was not recognizable by .her father, but a close
friend identified it by jewelry worn
-That a detailed autopsy report
fails to cite a large scar on Diane's
back and mole over her left eye,
even though it -Mentions minute
details of no nail polish.
-Just before her death, Diane and
roommate Elaine Gallo, -step

daughter to RWC Vice President
McKenna, visited a card reader who
predicted Drake had no future.
Members of the I-Team obtained a
copy of the six-page autopsy
report that was recently summarized for the I-Team by RWC
Professor Grayson Murphy who
teaches forensic pathology.
Murphy says Diane probably received a broken neck and fractures
after her death when she was
perhaps dumped, according to
Janes, onto the beach some 75 feet
from the beach walkway, where
found.
Murphy attributes "ecchymosis",
a medical term meaning settlement
of blood on the side of support of
the body after death, as the reason
why her body was discolored.
There was no water found in her
lungs which indicated at no time,
was Diane submerged in water.
Grains of sand were present in her
lungs, however, said Murphy.
Jane-; maintains she had been
submerged, though, and that at
6 am that morniJ!g at least one
person walked on that part of the
beach and had not seen Diane's
body. He believes Diane's body
could have been in the water
perhaps twdve hours and was
crashing into large rocks before
washing ashore later that morning
when two state highway workers
According to Dr Joel N Sirkin,
-pathologist in the office of State
Medical Examiner William Q
Slurner's office, if the body was in
the water, its weight would have
turned the body face down and
there would have been water in the
lungs.
The FBI lab in Washington, DC
was sent a human hair found
on Diane's right hand. It was
found to be hers.
Fingernail
scrapings and a sample of her long
hair was also sent. No foreign
debris was found. Janes says the
continued on page I

Investigation intrigues students
instructor, Miss Coloian, before
ing from an assignment and were
one half hour late for class the next
and after they went out on assignmorning.
ment. Much of the work was done
in pairs.
As the two reporters strolled thrThe members of the I-Team relied ough the classroom door and
on each other for different parts of casually sat down, Coloian
the puzzle. The class also became exclaimed "I don't know if I should
very concerned of each other's yell at you or hug you!"
whereabouts due to the nature of
The team reported to each other
the investigation.
no one else, about the investigation.
Miss Coloian expressed -this con- Roommates, friends, and families
cern perfectly when two members hew nothing of the project the
of the I-Team inadvertently failed class had taken on.
to c~eck in one night after return- _
continued on page 10
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RWC enters computerized world of the eighties
Silent unwinking green lights flash
on the screen and disappear just as
silentlty and rapidly as if they had
never been.
The computer is storing information; where he lives, what she
owes, what courses they're taking.
The computer is building a file on
each and every student at R WC,
knowing the course of their college
careers better t1l4n their best
friends.
It's unnerving to have a computer
know everything about me, but
that's the way of the future at
R WC. It's no longer possible to
keep track of what a student owes
on an index card. The college has
grown too large and complicated,
and the eighties demand progres-

siveness and greater efficiency.
The result is a computer system
that will eventually hook up to
every administrative office at
R we. Any offlce will then be able
to settle any question about a
student by pressing a few buttons.
The transition has already begun,
and students are getting a bad first
impression of the computer. Billing
errors, misspelt names, and wrong
course enrollments are a frustrating
introduction to dealing with a
computerized administration.
Who are the people controlling the
computer, what can it actually
accomplish, is it making mistakes?
These questions and others are
answered in this issue's series of
articles on R WC's new computer.

if faculty cooperate and use the
by Dawn Schauer
RWC's switch to computers is roster and if students are aware of
similar to anywhere else; phasing whether or not they are on the
computers into offices seems to be a roster.
"If no one calls out the roster,
national concern, accordirrg to Bart
Schiavo, Assistant to the Academic then a student doesn't know if he is
registered or not and may end up
Dean.
'
"The days when a student could with an NC for a grade. Fortunatecome to me with a technical ly is involved in the Registrar's
problem and we could solve it just Office, uqIike the Bursar's, so
by a handshake are over," Schiavo things can be ironed out more
said. "Things have to be handled - conveniently," Schiavo said.
Schiavo wants to make RWC's
now in a systematic, computerized
forms less confusing to students to
way because RWC is growing."
In trying to update services, reduce errors they may make. "We
Schiavo believes certain delays and never hear from the 8S percent of
adjustments are inevitable on the students who fill out the forms
correctly," he said. "Those who fill
part of students and secretaries.
"Students come to me in general registration forms out late of course
despair and blame the computer. It's aren't going to get them back on
not the computer's fault; often it's time. I want to explain,; to students
a combination of student error, exactly what the consequences are
computer error, and human error. when they do something wrong.
Human being make mistakes pro-. mistakes CJUISC probl,;ms for us apd
gramming the computer and for students. we're in this
students make errors with th,ings together."
like course numbers and ID num- Schiavo counsels patience in this
bers when filling out forms," "year of transition". "Inordinate
patience is needed to implement
Schiavo said.
Computer errors in the Registrar's changes, patience on the part of
Office can be caught and minimized people using the machines and

Bursar's office can't
m.ake m.oney errors

patience on the part 'of students
when errors or delays occur," he
said.
Schiavo emphasizes that the current computerized system at RWC'
is no worse than any other system,
but he agrees with Spadetti that
there is a psychological difficulty in
making the adjustment from a
batch processing mode to the IBM
system.
Secretaries are responsible for any
number of procedures on the new
computer. It only takes a day to
learn as many as 10 procedures, but
when someone actually tries it, they
make mistakes, Schiavo _said.
"Basically, there is a two week
training period and a two week trial
and error period," he said.
Some secretaries have filled grievances believing it is not specified in
their contracts that they have to key
information into the new computer,
Schiavo said.
"Management's position is that
secretaries can do the job they wer
.doing and data entry, " Schiavo
said. Their job before was pre-'
paring and editing data for batch
processing. Now, instead of waiting
for it to accumulate, they have to
make it a habit to take care of the
material day by day, spending
about two hours on the terminals
every day.
"Keying information into the
CRTs (cathode ray tube) is clerical
like anything else; a keypunch is
like a typewriter," Schiavo said,
stating that the secretaries' job is
basically the same.
Clerical workers assume they had
a fulltime job before, Schiavo said.
"now they have to stop their
reauIar work put t.biQIs 011 the
CRTs. They feel it is a misinterpre-

It will be two more years before
every office at RWC is on-line.
Most students can't make any
comparisons about the system at
RWC because they have no perspective regarding the situation at
other colleges, Schiavo said. "President Rizzini was in Washington
and saw students lined up for
blocks waiting to register for Federal College."
"Even the integrated computer
system will not perfect. They have it
at the University of Cinncinnati. At
Registration they have one table
where someone checks the terminal.
If a student's name does not appear
on the list, he has to wait for hours,
Schiavo said.

IBM com.puter im.proves efficiency
says Spadetti of com.puter center

RWC functions because of a
computer. The computer stores
information. Grades, tuition payments, registered courses and
other lists are compiled and keyed
Computers are a great advantage he receives. " If the number to be into the computer where the data is
in the Bursar's office according to keyed in is $260 and a secretary available for study just by pressing
Stanley Jakobiak. RWC's compu- keys in $2600, the error will show a button.
ter can process data in such a way up when everything is totaled. We
It all looks so easy, but someone
to arrange students by any listing. can't make that kind of error on a had to devise the programs and
one wishes, by course numbers or student's bill."
procedures making it possible for
curriculum codes for example. Bill"If the Regist(ar's Office, how- someone to key the information
ings, deposits, and credit are stored ever, tells us, for example, that a into the computer with such ease.
in the computer by the Bursar's student is taking six courses when That person is Mr Spadetti, head of
Office.
he is really only taking five, we will the computer center.
The computer is a huge receptacle bill him for six. An error has been
"The computer is the only nonlivof information. If you put the made but it's not the Bursar's ing thing that I love, " Spadetti
information in correctly, it can be a fault."
said. He has been working with
tremendous advantage, " Jakobiak
Jakobiak realizes that- it is more computers since 19S6 when compsaid. " Errors can't be made with difficult to catch errors in the uters first appeared on the business
numbers because we doublecheck Registrar's Office. "The Registrar scene, although they were too
before the information is finally can't measure if an error has been impractical and expensive to be of
stored in the computer."
made because they are working
much use.
Jakobiak blames the Registrar's with qualitative rather than quanti"I felt like Rip Van Winkle
Office fo( any wrong information tative information."
waking up," Spadetti said of his
encounter with the new IBM computer the school purchased last year.
RWC had been using an NRC
computer since 1970. The IBM
computer is more powerful and
compact. RWC is the only college
in Rhode Island that has one. The
new computer costs less than the
old NRC one and is much more
efficient. RWC leases the IBM
Two Bristol men pleaded guilty to John Korn, on Feb 12.
assult and battery charges involving
Trespassing charges against the computer and at the end of three
years ,has the option to buy. "By
three RWC students.
Bristol men were dropped.
then they may have an even better
Frank Abanante, 27, and Bruce
A third Bristol man, involved in
one available," Spadetti said.
Abanante; 20, both of Bristol, the incident, Manuel Nunes, 21, is
The entire concept of computerizfought in an RWC dorm with awaiting trial on a felony charge of
ing information has changed at
.Robert Lewis. Scott Marento, and possessing hashish.

Bristol men plead guilty
to assaulting RWC students'

tation of their contracts."
Schiavo believes the grievance has
nothing to do with the amount of
errors in computer printouts, except that additional help may need
to be hired.
The computer has not yet reached
peak efficiency. An integrated system is planned that will allow each
office to check on any aspect of a
student's career at RWC. The
Bursar's files and those of Financial
Aid, the Registrar's, and Housing
will all be on computer. "If a
student wants to add a course, we
can press a button and check to see
if he or she has paid for it,"
Schiavo said. "Now that has to be
done either clerically or manually."

RWC since the new computer
arrived.
With the old computer, information was batch-processed. Data was
allowed to accumulate in various
offices, then it was brought down
to the computer center where it
would be keypunched into a dispac,
a reel containing up to 4.2 million
characters. A character is equal to
one letter.
With the NRC computer, only one
dispac could be used at a time,
meaning that only one job could be
done at a time.
With the IBM system many jobs
can be performed simultaneously.
The Registrar's Office can update
add/drop slips, the Bursar's Office
can compute bills, and Spadetti can
create new programs for the computer all at the same time. The only
restriction is the printer which can
only print out one job at a time, but
the computer' stores the information punched in until the printer is
ready to handle it.
Information no longer has to be
punched onto cards but can be
keyed directly into the computer at
the terminals located in each office.
There is no limit to the number of
characters that can be stored in the
computer's memory bank.
With the old computer it would
take 14 hours to complete one job
instead of the four hours it may
take now. Processing time has
decreased 60 percent, meaning that
students can obtain bills and grades
much faster than previously.

The conversion process from NRC
to IBM is almost completed. NRC
programs had to be switched to
IBM programs by- Spadetti. The
conversion process is not only
mechanical but educational, Spadetti said.
"Secretaries have to learn to key
in information every couple of
hours instead of doing it all at once
when a large amount has accumulated," he said. "It's better to take
two hours out of the day to process
the data rather than rushing. Haste
makes waste."
Spadetti believes it is better for
each department to key in their own
information because they can catch
errors better since they are familiar
with the material.
Learning to key information into
the computer is a very simple
process taking only two hours
Spadetti said. "The fall, as far as
I'm concerned, weilt perfectlY," he
said. "The secretaries called every
5-lS minutes with questions, but I
expected that. This semester they
haven't been calling."
The computer is perfect and
doesn't make errors, Spadetti said,
people do. "No one likes to admit
they made a mistake, so they blame
it on the computer. The computer
can~t fight back," he said.
"Everyone makes mistakes;Imake
mistakes, but we recover. It's very
embarrassing to mess up so we tend
to remember what we did wrong
and make sure it doesn't happen
again," Spadetti said.
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In Loving MeInory Of

Diane Ruth Drake
May 3,1960 - March 22,.1980

I'nves~igative

Journal ism Class

Spring 1981
.

-

Margaret Coloian, Instructor
Cammy Bitel

Todd Reiss

Robert Blinderman

Anne Roketenetz.

Patti Forte

Janina Ryba

Betsy Francis

Joanne Tiberio
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Editorial
Senate Improving

--..1 etters

,(Maybe)

r To The' Edito.

A Personal Message

The Student Senate is taking concrete steps to
improve their performance. Nothing, however, is
being accomplished because they are bogging
down in the same old petty arguments and.
inability to compromise.
A proposal was submitted to the Senate at
Tuesday's meeting by Ray Perry. The proposal
involved reorganizing the Student Senate
meetings to become more effective in increasing
communication with RWC Clubs to alleviate
misunderstandings, and creating more stringent
requirements for Student Senate candidates.
All are worthy and necessary goals. What a
shame that at least four senators, including the
President, had to leave the meeting to attend class
before the proposal was properly discussed. Their
absence required the proposal to be tabled until
the next meeting.
What's even more of a shame is the generally
bad image the Student Senate projected to the few
students who bothered to attend the meeting to
ask for assistance or just to express their
viewpoint.
Those who asked for help were referred to
other committees. Very proper procedure, but in
the students' eyes it's just another runaround.
Also, students who voiced complaints were not
received very sympathetically by the Senate, and
the Senate seemed to merely endure suggestions
from students on how to improve their
performance.
This was a very important meeting and senators
should either have missed class or chosen a more
convenient night to hold the meeting. The Senate
cannot delay in acting on some form of this
proposal.
As one irate student pointed out, the Senate
seems to have accomplished very little this year.
Nothing is left but to make certain the same.
misfortune does not occur next year by
incorporating these changes into the constitution
so they will be binding from year to year.
Students were invited to attend the next meeting.
and I strongly urge everyone to do so. Students at
Tuesday's meeting gave constructive criticism and
helpful suggestions, and at the very least gave
senators an indication of the negative impressions
students have of them.
Your voice will be heard, so come to the next
meeting and help the Student Senate become a
functioning, effective unit. After all, they
represent you.

Quill Editorial Policy

-

The Quill reserves the right to expres s opinions. Therefore,
the Quill Editorial Policy is as follows:
I) Editorial opinions, and only editorial opinions, s hall appear on
the editorial page(s).
2) All unsigned editorials .shall represent the opinion of the
Editorial Board of the Quill, and therefore the opinion of the Quill.
3) Signed editorials and commentaries shall represent the
opinion of the writer.
4) Although the Quill recognizes the obiigation to use fair and
responsible editorial judgement, under no circumstances should
opinions be regarded as fact.
S) The Quil1 recognizes the responsibility to print opposing
viewpoints as "letters to the Editor" and/or "Commentary".
The following shall be the policy regarding "letters to the
Editor":
I) All letters must be typed or printed (double spaced).
2) The Quill Editorial Board retains the right to not print or edit
based on space limitations and -- or libelous material.
3) All letters mus t be signed.
The Quill Editorial Board urges all indivi4uals. who feel they have
something of value to say to the College community to speak out
and voice their opinions publicly. Cons tructive change car only.be
brought about through communication.

To the Student Body:
I suspect that many of you were
upset to find that in the last issue. of
the Quill that your personals had no
not been published. I don't like to
say it, but I am not sorry they
weren't printed.
All too often I hear derogatroy
statements said about the Quill,
may I remind you that we (the very
few) are human to errors just like
you.
If you believe that publishing this
paper is as easy as signing your
name, I invite you to the Quill
office every other Tuesday night at
1:00 am, and you can observe for
yourself the complexity of printing
this paper.
It is all so easy to sit back and

point out every little thing that is
wrong, but I do not see very many
of you out there trying to change it.
If you do not let people know your
grievences, they take it means
everything is perfect • scream, it is
about the only way you will be
heard.
Sorry I got carried away, back to
the Quill. May I remind you that
this is your newspaper, and you can
not expect us to do it all, we do
have things other than the Quill to
do - like homework. The Quill
needs more members, in all aspects
of the newspaper industry.
If anyone out there would like to
lessen the typo's and make sure the
almighty personals are printed,
come help your Quill out.

The major need presently is for
typesetters, you can not expect one
person to sit at this machine and
type' for 10 hours straight and
demand perfection.
If ~yone out there would like to
learn how to use the typesetter,
even if it is only to insure the
continuation of the personals,stop
by the Quill office. I must inform
you that if no one cares, neither do
I - for this is the last issue I will type
personal, and I am the only one
that does them! Does anyone out
there care?
Signed:
One exhausted typesetter.
P.S. Sorry for the typo's, it is now
4:00 in the morning.

Coke machines back, if 'vandalism stops
To the Editor:
As manager of Lynch Vending
Co., I must respond to the letter in
last month's Quill, suggesting I
replace the machines in Dorm II or
remove all the machines from
campus.
The vending machines were not
removed from the dorm because of
the coke theft, as was stated in that
article, but because that location
just has not proven to be profitable
to us because of the high cost of
repairs due to vandalism.

Regardless of our mistake of
leaving the machine open, which
resulted in the loss of all the soda,
there have been numerous occasions when vandalism has been
done to the machines.
The refrigeration in the JUice
machine no longer works because
someone lost their money and
decided that tipping the machine
over would be.the fastest way to get
back their money. The candy
machine was forced open on two
seperate occasions and all the

You got the feeling that nobody
likes you?
You never get any letters from
home, the brownies Mom said she
sent never arrived, and your secret
admirer hasn't written in over a
month..
The RWC mailroom has boxes of
letters they don't know what to do
with; letters with no box numbers,

Mail may
be waiting
for you

money and products were taken.
I appeal to the student body to
help us keep our machines in all
your buildings by· keeping the
vandalism down. We are here to
provide you a service which is also a
convenience. We can only do that
with your cooperation.
John M Tusi
Lynch Vending Co.

P. S. We will be putting vending
machines back in Dorm II. How
long they stay is up to YOU!

with unreadable names, or addressed to students not listed at RWC.
If you haven't been getting letters
lately and think you should, try
looking in the mailroom. If you
can't find anything addressed to
you, then you are the slimy, creepy,
insignificant little bug that no one
ever bothers to write to.
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Foreign students learn to adapt to US culture
by Maureen Benson

There are many foreign students at
RWC. In this article a few of these
s~udents share their views and
attitudes about this country.
Among those interviewed were
students from the West Bank of
Jordan, Kuwait, Libya, Japan and
the Virgin Islands.
The first question concerned RWC
itself. Did the students like the
school? Mager Alshaghnobi, a Civil
Engineering major from Kuwait,
thought the setting "very beautiful" but he doesn't like the empty
weekends. As for the education,
Akram Tamini, from the West
Bank of Jordan and also a Civil
Engineering' major, thought "it
(education) was going to be better but it is alright".
What did they like and dislike
about this unfamilar country, the
USA. Most of the Middle Eastern
students were quick to point out the
liberty and freedom here. "We
have freedom, but we cannot say
bad things about the country or

government" said Mager. He also
added that freedom was one reason
he wanted to study here.
Masakazu Saji, a Fine Arts major
from Japan, had other reasons. "I
like to travel and want to get into
the art in this country. I like the
space also. Japan is so crowded and
full of cars".
On the whole, it seems that many
of these students choose to study
here because of more than one of
many reasons. Akram Tamini
because "the US has a good
reputation". A few others, like
Noeni Velazques, a Business Administration major from the Virgin
Islands came "because the main
language there is still English. She
also added that she wanted to learn
about life because in the islands
parents are very strict. "It seems a
20 year-old there knows less than a
16 year-old here," she observed.
When asked about what they
disliked about the US, many of the
students felt they were treated
differently and/or looked down on

because of their "differences in
culture" .
Some like Greg Schuster, a senior
Business Management major,
believe that the values here are not
as good as back home (on the island
of St Croix). But he hastened to add
"I would have my children go to
college here for both education and
experience. We are very isolated at
home."
Adjustments also play an important part in shaping attitudes. Some
like Masakazu, don't feel out of
place here except for the little things
like lane changes (Japan along with
England and Ireland drive on ~he
left side).
'Others, like the Mideast students
had to cope with serious pressures.'
When they came here last year (or
last semester) the trouble with Iran
was in full focus.
Patriotism was on the rise, and
many Mideast students being dark
were mistaken for Iranians. There
were isolated cases of vioence, but
nothing serious.

Bill (Basha) Elbasha, an Electrical gives the best he has," Akram
Engineering major from Libya, commented. Noemi Velaques
remembered an incident in Boston agreed. "He make me feel right at
that was typical last semester. He home," she said.
went to a place and was met with
The teachers also receive their
hostility. Why? Because the patrons share of praise. "They are excellent
thought he was Iranian.
and very understanding, " Greg
Because of this ill-feeling on the Shuster said.
part of some here, the Iranian
It seemed that approval was what
students made sure that there was these students had the most of for
no., trouble - they kept to them- our way of life in the US. There are
selves. "The foreign students don't still a few things disliked, like those
want any trouble," Akram told me. already mentioned, but some things
"They prefer to live in peace. will take time, things such as taxes
They come here to study and if and toll booths. But even some of
. anything is wrong they can get us aren't used to those yet.
deporied or punished".
And what about new positive
Home is another thing th~se materialistic things? Well, just ask
people had to adapt to. For some, it one of these people out for a
wasn't easy. It would not, be MacDonald's or a pizza and they'll
practical to go back to the Mideast be doing something few of them
for just a few days, but you can if could back home.
you live in the Virgin Islands or
And one final question, did you
Puerto Rico (Christmas and Easter ever wonder why there are always
vacations.)
so many of these students in the
l:Ielping with the process is Mr gameroom? The answer is simple.
John Christina, head of the Foreign ,Many (If them are sampling our
Student Center. "Mr Christina 'culture-the American Way.

WROG changes format to improve image with students,
by Todd Reiss
"WROG has often been put down
by the students and faculty but they
never really listened or gave us a
chance. We have something new
now that everyone is going to
Love," said Richard Joseph, Program Director and Disc Jockey at
the station.
This past intersession the executive
board of RWC's radio station,
WROO, put in many hours of hard
work to change the appearance and
the quality of the station. Under
the leadership of David Gagne,
General Manager; Mike Wood,
Chief Engineer, and Richard
Joseph, the station managed to put
together two brand new studios.
According to Rich Joseph, the
studios are now technically and
mechanically FM, except for a
transmitter and a license. He also
added that WROG has wanted to
go FM for a long time and needed
to make a change desperately
before they lost everything.
The reason the station needed to
make a change was because they
were not getting closer to FM
through the Student Senate due to a
lack of funds.
The attitude and the morale of the

station was low and they hac to do
something quick before all interest
was lost. WROO decided to use the
budget that the Senate offered them
and do the best they could with the
little they had. "This is WROG's
biggest step toward FM in years,"
Joseph said.
"The students don't realize how
good this station is for a college
station and how good we could be.
We have many good qualities that
will be showing up more and more
with the change," he said.
According to Joseph, the biggest
change that the students will be
interested in will be in the format.
The station will be playing less Top
40 music and will change the format
to Album-Oriented Rock.
Each show will be pre-planned so
that the DJ's will have less to say
about what goes over the air. They
will play more of what the college
community wants to hear.
WROG will also have new radio
personalities. ' The quality of the
DJ's will be upgraded. The station
is no longer letting just anyone on
the air, which they have done in the
past. Each DJ will be thoroughly
trained so that they will sound more
professional.

WROG will feat}lre 80 percent FM radio station in dristol, Warren
The station is open to anyone who
commercial free music in the even- and Portsmouth, which will defin- is interested in seeing the change.
ing hours. They are planning on itely give the college something to The staff at WROG is urging
having different specials every week be proud of.
students to stop in and to give
night which will be totally uninterThe 28 member station is trying to WROG the chance it deserves.
upted.
Joseph added, "It is difficult to
make their time and effort worthWROO has elected a new -News while to everyone. But first they have a radio station on a college
Director, Linda Margonti. She and . need the support from the students. campus. We are very good, we
her news team will be supplying the
Tht new WROO will still be want to be better and this change
college with updated news promptly located on the first floor of dorm will be the answer, just listen for
and consistently.
yourselves. "
II, and will be 1560 AM .
Todd Reiss and Steve Redding, the
Assistant Program Directors, will
be training and scheduling all OJ's
so that the station will be on the air
consistently from 8 am to midnight
every day. They will also be taking
Pap&,ba~k
surveys of the students to find out
i The Official Preppy Handbook, edited by Usa Birnhow the most popular and newest
bach. (Workman, $3.95.) Making the grade: humor.
kinds of music are liked.
David Gagne, the General
2. The Brethren, by Bob Woodward & Scott Armstrong.
Manager, will lead the station into
(Avon, $3.50.) Behind-the-scenes at the Supreme Court.
what could be WROG's biggest and
3. Free to Choose, by Milton & Rose' Friedman. (Avon,
best move yet. "This is really our
$2.95.) How government affects the economy.
last chance to prove to the campus
what we are striving for," said
4. Smiley's People, by John Ie Carre. (Bantam, $3.50.)
Joseph.
British masterspy versus Russian counterpart: fiction.
----Although the station' currently
5. Godel, Escher, Bach, by Douglas R. Hofstadter.
only transmits to Nike and the
(Vintage, $8.95.) Computer scientist's theory of reality.
Dorms, WROG will ge putting out
.- --a clearer and stronger signal which
6. Princess Daisy, by Judith Krantz. (Bantam, $3,95.) Wowill be easy to pick up
man's rise to international glamour set: fiction.
The station's goal is to be the only
7. Still Life with Woodpecker, by Tom Robbins. (Bantam,
$6.95.) A sort of love story: fiction.
-8. The Devil's Alternative, by Frederick Forsyth. (Bantam,
$3.50.) Imminent global disaster: fiction.

Campu6
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Good job interview depends on homework

9. Garfield at Large, by Jim Davis. (Ballantine, $4.95.) Wit
A good performance in an interview can get you a job offer. Here's
what recruiters who participated in
the Changing Times survey have to
say about interviews:
"Graduates who seem to get the
most offers and the best positions
are those who can make an effective
presentation in an interview and
can come across as confident in
their own abilities. Good grades
and leadership qualities are still
very important, but the primary
factor in being considered for
positions is more frequently becoming the effective, assertive presenta-·
which the candidate is ignorant or
"It has been our experience' that
a number of students are not'
prepared for the interviews. Many
are not familiar with the company.
This definitely creates a poor
impression. In addition, many have
not defined their personal career
goals."
"Good grades, work experience
and responsible extracurricular

activity will not compensate for a
poor interview presentation in
which the candidate is ignorant of
what he wants to do and of why he
selected a particular company to
interview."
"Nothing turns off an interviewer .faster than an unprepared candidate. Pick up a copy of the
recruiting brochure and read the
requirements carefully for the positions you are applying for. Be able
to tell the company representative
what you want to do and how your
particular academic preparation
and work experience suit you for
employment with the organization."
"If it's obvious you haven't spent
any time preparing for the interview
-- that is, you don't know what the
company does, where it does it,
what kinds of jobs are open to
recent Graduates -- don't expect the
company representatives to take
yow: application too seriously."

"Be ready to talk about yoursell.
That's the purpose of the interview.
The recruiter is trying to evaluate
what you say in light of what he
knows about the jobs the company
is offering. An amazing number of
students can't present a brief verbal
resume of themselves. You are the
expert on yourself. Nobody knows
you better. So be prepared to sell
your talents factually."
"A post-interview letter of
thanks, expressing interest in the '
position discussed, usually increases your chances for a plant visit or
job offer."
.
The ingredients of a winning
interview are obvious. Part of your
preparation should be practice. Ask
a professor or a business acquaintance of your family to interview
you as an employer would. Practice
with friends. And bone up on the
company you are interviewing as
you would for a quiz. As these
recruiters emphasize, it will be well
worth the effort.

and wisdom of comic strip cat.

10. Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain, by Betty
Edwards. (J.P. Tarcher, $8.95.) Anyone can draw.
Compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from information
supplied by college stores throughout the country. March 2, 1981.

,

Hew &Rccommendcd
The Gnostic Gospels, by Elaine Pagels. (Vintage, $2.95.)
Newly found fourth-century Christian manuscripts.

The Man who Kept the Secrets, by Thomas Powers. (Pocket, $3.50.) History of the c.1.A., centering on Helms era.
The Paladin, by Brian Garfield. (Bantam, $2.95.) Young
Englishman's daring exploits during World War II.
..
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BAs resign over administrative problems
by Pat Forte
Pressure, disorganization and college security problems were the
reasons for the resignations of at
least three of the nine former RWC
resident assistants at the end of the
fall semester.
Former RA's Matt Labonta, Don
Uhlig and Greg Berkley explain that
yes, they are "burnt out" but cite
many problems as contributing to
their resignations.
According to Labonta, along with
the job carne "stress from every
direction". Labonta, former head
resident at K & R Apartments,
explained that even before the
students arrived for the semester
the administration was drilling into
him the importance of keeping the
school's image with the residents of

Bristol. Like Almeida, K & R is in a
residential neighborhood.
Though administration was concerned about this, they overcrowded the apartments and did not
provide a sufficient number of
RA's to oversee the students,
according to LaBonta.
There were 140 students at K & R
last fall. There were three RA's and
one head resident. In the dorms,
each floor of 75 students is assigned
four RA's.
Another problem LaBonta encountered was the lack of security
doors at K & R. He was told there
were no finances for the doors.
Greg Berkley looked at his position as RA at the Bristol Motor
Lodge and being "my job to help
students out."

Big Brother.. resignation
by Dawn Scbauer
Student Roger Carroll recently
resigned as president of the Big
Brother Club, which he founded in
February, 1979.
Although Carroll will continue to
be a Big Brother, he didn't have the
time anymore to commit to the
president's job. As a second semester senior, classes are his top
priority. Carroll also became Night
Director at Almeida this semester.
" I decided to drop what was least
important and that was the administrative position," he said.
Carroll believes the Big Brother
program at RWC will flourish next (
year and that continuity is possible.
A number of people have expressed
interest in President's job, and next
year the
president
will have some people to support
the club.
"Being a Big Brother is a delicate
situation. There's the time requirement involved and it can be a drain
on the psyche.It can also be really
satisfying. You get out what you
put in," Carroll said.
Commitment is important. "Some
students don't carry through and
thats there perogative, they're volunteers, but I don't recruit people
because of it," Carroll said. He is
not interested in students who
become Big Brothers for the "image" or because it looks good on a
resume.
"When I did a little recruiting, I
got 20 students involved, but by the
end of the year only 12 were left. I
don't want students who join Big
Brothers for less than honorable
reasons," he said.

Carroll became a Big Brother
because of his family and the
influence of his own Big Brother.
He was the oldest of a big family
and missed his brothers and sisters.
He also had a Big Brother while he
was in 4-7 grades because Dartmouth College was nearby and was
influential in that area. "My Big
Brother played a major part in my
becoming a Big Brother," Carroll
said.
Carroll hopes the Student Senate
will be a big brother to RWC's Big
Brother program and keeps it
functioning ali the beginning of a
tradition. The Senate funds -Big
Brother picnics and outings such as
going to see the Harlem Globetrotters.

Almeida job offer
In order to strengthen the programs
offered at the" Almeida complex,
the position of coordinator of the
complex has become a full-time
professional one with responsiblities all year.
The Student Life office is interviewing candidates for this job next
week and would like to invite and
encourage all students to attend.
This time slots are 10: I5-11:00 am
and 2:30-3:15 pm on Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday in the Dean of
Student's workshop.
Rating sheet will be available and
we will appreciate your imput.
Please rate as many candidates as
you can and you can turn them into
the Dean of Student's office by
Friday at 3:30 pm.

. Berkley agrees with LaBonta concerning the lack of security at off
campus housing and considers this
one of the reasons he resigned.
Another problem Berkley had was
feeling helpless after getting nowhere with the newly formed
Judical Board. Berkley sees the
board as a disgusting example of
disorganization. "
Uhlig, a former RA in the dorms,
explains "The Judicial Board did
not know what to do, it's a first
year system, this is their frrst time
around."
Uhlig spoke of students who
. were found innocent though
everyone knew they were guilty.
LaBonta, Berkley and Uhlig all
complained that penalties that were
handed out but the punishment was
never followed through. Uhlig says,
"I see the system as loopholed, just
like others." The three do see
improvement in the Board as it is
maturing though.

"Stress from every direction," said RA Matt Labonta caused his resignation ..

The three former RA's also complained of lack of support from
their superiors, but they feel many
of these people also have their
backs up against a wall.
LaBonta, Berkley and Uhlig don't
look at their former positions
negatively. They feel the jobs were
a good experience and they have
grown because of them.

According to LaBonta, "The job
did a lot for me, but it was time. "
Uhlig explained, "It gets to a
: point where you don't want to to
go back to your room."
The three resigned only when they
saw no other alternative. They did
not want to become stagnant in
their positions. they wanted to leave
before they were no longer conscientious and sensitive.

New registrar is optimistic
by Darlene Meyers

A more efficient and responsive
registration process is one of the
key goals of newly-appointed
registrar David Sullivan.
Sullivan maintains that this goal
can be accomplished with the right
tools. One tool will be an on-line
computer system which will respond
almost immediately to changes in
courses and other information.
With the batch computer system,
processing takes days. "Putting the
Registrar's Office under an on-line
computer system, perhaps interactive, will help. In a batch system,
things take time. An interactive
system would be more efficient,"
Sullivan said.
Also, spring pre-registration
should alleviate problems seniors
encounter in trying to get the
necessary courses for graduation.
Sullivan believes it is important that
students register early. Each claSs
will pre-register this spring as
follows: seniors, April 21, 22, and
23; juniors, April 24, 25, and 28;
sophomores, April 29, 30, and May
I; freshmen, May 4, 5, and 6.
Eventually, Sullivan would like
to impiement a system whereby
students havmg me most urnts
would register first. This system
would insure those students of the
earliest possible graduation by letting them get the necessary courses
for graduation.
"The registration process involves many people and processes,
including academic advising and
getting accurate curriculum

STUDENTS
YOU ARE ENTITLED TO

changes. If the students get information for their courses sooner, the
process works better," Sullivan
said.
This spring, students pre-registerinlZ will also have to get their
advisor's sign~ture on their Registration Card before they preregister. This step shoulQ nell'
insure students of the correct course
selection for their particular program of study.
Presently, some students have
problems getting into certain heavy
demand classes. This problem occurs at most schools, according to
Sullivan.
However, RWC has a shortage of
classroom space, which contributes
to the problem. The coffeehouse,
dance classroom, and computer lab
take up space that could be used for
regular intstruction. This lack of
classroom space has prompted the
offering of day classes during the
evening hours.
"Day courses are being offered
at night primarily because of a
shortage of classroom space. The
time of day that courses are offered
also has to be broadened," Sullivan
said.
"I don't really believe that in the
next three to four years we will have
more classrooms. If we can get
other buildings for courses like
computer science, dance, and theatre we won't lose classroom space,"
Sullivan said.
If problems arise in getting into
courses due to heavy demand,
changes will be made, according to

Sullivan. "If a course is not directly
related to your curriculum, no
changes will be made. If the
demand is there, more courses
could possibly be offered. We need
to get the information fast enough,
though, to make necessary
changes," he said.
Sullivan has worked in public
institutions for the past ten years,
including a term as registrar at both
Boston State College and the
University of Southern Maine. His
move to RWC carne about through
his desire to return to private
institutions.
"The difference between public
and private institutions is, for one
thing, the treatment of students.
This may be a generality but, in
large institutions, students are
treated rather impersonally. At a
smaller institution, students are
treated with more of a commitment. There is a difference in the
way they are perceived by the
administration," Sullivan said.
Sullivan maintains that a study
should be done on evening students
to determine their desires, intentions, and other pertinent information. "I spoke with Dean Aldrich.
He gave me some good input as to
how things operate now and
changes that are possible in the
future," he said.
"Successful schools are able to
capture what students are after and
are doing. They have a concern for
people and plans, not must
numbers," he said.

PHOTO WORLD II

Legal Representation
At Judicial Hearings
********************************************
THERE IS NOW A PLACE WHERE YOU CAN
RECEIVE THIS REPRESENTATION. THE
STUDENT LEGAL REPRESENTATION COMMITTEE, A PART OF THE DORM,COMMITTEE, CAN SUPPLY THIS AID.
********************************************
Contact
Tim McKeon -Unit 8 -2947
Dave Flashner -Unit 9 -3166
Ina Steinberg - Unit 7 -2948
ANYTIME FOR FURTHER INFORMA TION

437 Hope Street
Rhode Island
253-2248

Bris~ol,

YOU R COM PLETE
PHOTO SPECIALIST SHOP
Film developing, cameras, accessories and rentals
Darkroom classes and darkroom rentals

VISIT OUR NEW DARKROOM
...
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Environmental Council exists to
FANTASIA
....... ---------_..-----_.._.------- preserve beauty of RWC
Unusual and BHutlful Gifts

ICERAMIC CHIMES
IWALLHANGINGS
IPUPPETS
ICANDLES
I BRASS
IGINGER JARS
TUES. - SAT. 10:30-5:30
437. HOPE ST. BRISTOL, RI253-2994

-

.

Peer Counseling
For someone to talk to in confidence about
anything at anytime. We are a group of trained
helpers under the supervision of the counsel·
ing center.•---•••••-------••••- ••••••••----•••••••••---.
Our names & contact places:
Cheryl Anderson Unit 12, rm 1214
255-3228
Diane Bernard 36 Third St., Warren 245-2086
255-3371
Venessa Brown Unit 5, rm 516
Ronita Holmes 36 Third St., Warren245-2086
Sally Marx
Third floor, rm 316 25~-3405
Chris McCarty 62 Education Ln.
683-1714
Portsmouth
Kevin "Monty" Montgomery rm0204 255-3227
Lisa "Rizzo" Rizoli Unit 12, rm 1212 255-3471
Marcia Shapiro
Almeida, Apt. 326253-6086

RWC has a commitment to preserve the environmental integrity of
the campus, as evidenced by the
revitalization of the Environmental
Council chaired by Dr Mark
Gould.
The Environmental Council merged with the Energy Council in Dec,
1980, when President Rizzini appointed 19 members.
The new council has yet to take
any action or make any proposals,
due in part Dr. Gould believes to
, the unwieldiness of the committee.
"There is no consensus and we get
~ogged down in
nitty-gritty
details," he said. "I believe we will
form subcommittees to handle individual problems such as energy or
recycling. "
The council has the same basic
goals it did when first established
by President Virginia Sides in 1976,
for RWC to have minimal impact
on the environment and to raise the
environmental consciousness of
those at RWC.

The council should be consulted
about any proposed physical additions to the campus such as the
siting of a new building or parking
lot.
Gould believes the council fulfills
an important function at RWC.
"We have been blessed with beauty
here, but things nees improvment,"
he said.
In the past, tile council has been
instrumental in the siting of RWC's
tennis courts and it scrapped a plan
to build a dual bridge to the
highway that would cut RWC's
football field in half.
The council also promoted the no
smoking regulations in classrooms.
Energy conservation is a concern
of the council which has disscussed
caulking the dorms.
Dr. Gould would like to see the
lights in the coke machines turned
off. It may seem like a little thing,
but "who pays the electric bill7,"
Gould asked.
Recycling the vast amounts of

paper that faculty and students
receive in the form of memos and
directives from the administration
is also a project of Gould's. He
estimates that faculty members
receive one pound of paper a day.
"A simple measure like zeroxing
sheets front and back would save
money and paper," Gould said.
A recycling project had been
organized in the dorms a few years
ago by student Dave Llewellyn.
Contests were held in the units to
see which could collect the most
beer bottles and cans. The project
died when Llewellyn graduated.
Gould believes that student involvement on the council and student
participation in environmental
matters is essential.
"The potential is great. President
Rizzini is enthusiastic, but so far
the impetus is from the administration; the real catalyst will be
students. If students want it, then it
is amazing what can be done,"
Gould said.

If you have trouble reaching us at the above

numbers, leave a message at the Counseling
center •• 255-2223, dorm 1, tower d.

On the Town
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Unit 6 up to ears in paint
The residents of unit 6 are up to
their ears, in paint that is.
Last week, in an effort to elude
administrative red-tape and to "get
something done" some members of
unit 6 repainted their unit.
The group was led by, Gretchen
Ebelt, Larry Bolnick, and Jenny
Toohey. Not all the residents of the
unit helped or supported the project
"But the people who did help
chipped right in," said Ebelt.
"Originally the unit was a mustard
yellow with a lighter yellow on
various walls," Ebelt stated.
"There were holes in the walls,
chips in the woodwork, peach
curtains and green bathrooms.
Though the bathroom color has
remained the same, after Bolnick
spackeled the walls they were
painted a uniform blue with three

lounge walls speckled a darker blue.
The woodwork haS been restained
and the curtains are removed.
"We hoped to have all the unit
doors, railings and the out$ide door
painted black, before the Chemistry department's open house this
past Friday but there hasn't been
enough time" said Ebelt.
"The janitors have been great,"
said Ebelt. "As soon as they saw
what we were doing they supplied
us with everything we needed" and
Pete Gremo is going to give us new
baseboards and' have the floors
rewaxed."
The impedus for the project was
the accesability of unit 6 to tours. .
"When prospective students tour
the college they are generally
brought through here," said one
resident, "and in its previous

condition the unit did net leave a
,good impression." "Also" said
Toohey "we wanted our lounge to
be a place that is inviting and worth
spending
time
in. " .
Now the major problem is obtaining blue curtains, framed cloth wall
hangings and paraphernalia for the
lounge plants. The group would
also like some type of reinbursment
of their original investment though
they insist this is not vital.
After an attempt to recieve money
or assistance from the Student
Senate and running into red-tape
the members of the group decided
to finish the project themselves.
"It seems the only way to get·
things done around here is to go
ahead without the system," said
Ebelt.

King Cola assists students who wish
to be YMCA foreign ambassadors

11f! D!vil is a Htm7l . Wll 1% s1xMn a; IBt d a fibn mrl
cbl&ii<nserie; f~ m sco.Bity in wnm's ~ m fibn
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A special King Cola Fund, to
assist college students who may
need some fmancial aid to go
abroad this summer as "YMCA
World Ambassadors", to promote
peace through friendship anq understanding among the peoples of
the world, has been announced by
Walter S Mack, Chairman of the
Board of King Cola World Corporation, the new national col, company.
Mack further stated that while all
needful, qualifying college students
will be eligible for such assistance
without regard to race, creed, or
color, special consideration for
financial aid will be given to Black
and Hispanic students who wish to
become YMCA World Ambassadors.
An impartial Judging Committee,
headed by officers and directors of
the King Cola Foundation, will
judge applicants for this assistance.
Application should be made on
the form which is available in the
quill office, and mailed to:
King Cola Fund for YMCA World
Ambassadors
445 Park Avenue, Suite 304
New York, NY 10022
Attn: Mr Walter SMack

ex!'enses, so as nol to be a burden
on the host country or the local
community. These expenses, which
are about SI500-S2000 (depending
on location and duration) cover
round trip air fare, and modest, but
adequate, room and board. Each
team stays at some time at a private
home abroad, to enhance intercultural understanding.
The King Cola Fund·has been
designed to relieve selected college
students of some of this expense.
students of some of this expense.
Over 300 young Americans have
been past participants of the program, assisted by hundreds of
indigenous"Ambassadors" in over
45 countries that have hosteO
The project is carried out as a joint American "Ambassador" teams.
cooperative venture by King Cola
Thousands of international
World Corporation and the Inter- youths, in camps, villages, and
national Division of the National cities have been touched by the
B.>ard of the YMCA's of the USA World Ambassadors, and the
and is operated by the State YMCA World Ambassadors have met with
prime ministers, peasants,' and
of Michigan, through Olin Trabue,
Executive Director.
other in various statiOns of life.
Because being a YWCA World
For the summer experience of 5 to· Ambassador is such a significant
7 weeks - and since the projects learning opportunity, most colleges
usually take place in developing allow college credit. Each institunations -- partjcipants ordinarily tion works out its own credit
pay their own travel and living arrangements with its own students.
Mack is Honorary Chairman of
the YMCA World Ambassadors·
project, by which young American
college students are recruited to go
in small groups as volunteers to
various parts of the world to help
develop the peace objective
the peoples of the world, including
Africa, Asia, Europe, and the
Americas. In those localities, the
"Ambassadors" work as volunteers in various service projects,
including camp counseling, conversational English teaching, rural
development work camps, YMCA
intern training, day-care center.
activity and missionary hospital
service.
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Sister: we're no longer the "perfect" family
continued from page 1
family. He is strong for the
remainder of his family.
Says close friend and roommate of
Diane, Elaine Gallo, who knows
the Drake family well, "Diane got
along well wiili her father. He- is
reserved, military, and he had to be
strong. He couldn't cry until two
days later.
Drake dismisses any theories postulated by psychics with a wave of
hand. "Where is the proof?"
While there is no conclusive proof,
there are certain coincidences which
. correlate information from an eyewitness and some psychics that are
hard to ignore.
For instance,
without prior knowledge of the area
psychics picked up on Diane's route
to work and the road she was
picked up on which coincides with
what the witness saw. This witness
says the car she got into was green
and that has been picked up on by
psychics also.
The Newport Police have been in
not-so-consistent contact with the
Drakes over the past six months.
"When you get right down to it,
there isn't much to be said about it.
There is no change," says Mr.
Drake. The resemblence he shared
with his daughter is evident when
her picture is seen over his
snouider.
Says Mrs. Drake of the Newport

Police, "They've been nice but
there is only so much they can do
with their help and budget."
These revelations aren't so much
bitter as they are a mere affmnation
of the family's ability to deal with a
harsh reality.
"We aren't bitter, we would just
like to know who did it. We feel
he's sick." Mrs. Drake drifts off as
she and her husband stare off
silently.
The front door slams and there is
the padding of light footsteps into
the room.
"How'd you get
home'?" Mrs. Orake asks, concerned that her daughter of 15 had to
walk in the dark.
"I walked," kidded slim red-headed Terry the youngest of all the
Drake children. After a stern look
from her father, she amends that
"I'm only kidding, I got a ride."
She's bright, she's friendly, she's
intelligent and highly perceptive
and articulate for a 15-year-old.
But most of all she's honest.
"He's gorgeous," she says speaking of a picture of rock star Robert
Plant on her bedroom wall. "I used
to go out with a guy who looked
just like him."
Her room displays her dedication
to him and his rock group Led
Zeppelin with the wallpaper-like
effect the posters have on her walls.

.

Terry Drake
There is a steelframed photo of a
pretty girl hanging on the wall over
her l>ed. "Is this your ,sister'?"
Her head pivots to the 8xlO over
the bed.• "Oh yeah. Did you know
her?"
,Her eagerness to talk about her
sister's death is both surprising and
refreshing. "When it happened I
freaked out, you know'?" and she
goes on to explain the protective,
loving older sister Qiane was to her.
"We would go to the beach and
shopping, sister things. You know,
big sister, little sister." She unconsciously pulls on her long, wavy red
hair. "Everyday it's easier to forget.
but harder to realize ... Like

Drake Dlurder still unsolved
continued from paae 1
FBI also assisted in tracing vehicle
license plates.
Murphy states Diane's palms were
smooth which suggests that at no
time had she panicked,and at no
time had she been under stress. But
when the I-Team members asked
Janes about the significance of
palm smoothness, Janes was unaware of it.
According to one psychic considered by Janes, Diane got into the
car of a man she recognized,
perhaps a customer from Photo
Patio and this man may have insisted she pose for him.
He may have driven her to a
photography spot, where she may
have possibly been bound with a
soft cloth or ascot. then photographed with an instant camera,
one psychic claims.
The autopsy report shows evidance to the theory that Diane may
have been bound by citing patterned lacerations around her ankles
and wrists that could have occurred
had she been tied.
Other theories considered by'
police and family include the
possibility of Diane being asked to
sell drugs .through the Photo Patio
booth or being harassed by certain
persistent customers.
. Although Diane was strangled, it
may have been possible that her
larynx was crushed sometime before her death and she suffered
extreme pain for six or seven hours.
Dr. Malcom S. Mackenzie, physician for RWC and the Bristol
County Medical Center cites that
when such an injury is sustained,
swelling is a body reaction.
Theoretically, Diane's larynx
could have been crushed, with the'
death occurring sometime after the
injury 1U1d she would have experienced extreme pain. "A slow
suffocation may have occurred,
ultimatel'y
becoming
in-.
distinguishable from pain," states
Mackenzie.

To date, four of these
with.
psychics are still in communication
with police about this investigation.
Seifer recently played a cassette
tape that outlined one psychic's
account of what happened to Diane
on the day of her death for. one
I-Team member. This psychic, who
continues to ask anonymity, believes Diane hitchhiked to work
around 2:40 that day when a Navy
man picked her up in a small dark
green car.
He was in his late ZO's, light
skinned with freckles, blue or green
eyed, with light brown duck curls.
He had a deep cut (possibly now a
scar) between his thumb and index
finger of his right hand.
He may have taken her into a
bedroom of an old, three story
house with round windows and
double chimneys located near the
water. The psychic believes the attack occu'rred in the car.
Murphy believes, based on specific
injuries sustained the attack occurred in the car and the assailant may
have been left-handed. But Janes
claims it never occurred to him that
the assailant could have been lefthanded.
Mrs Drake asserts police told her
one suspect, with emotional disorders was questioned by them and
released although he could not
verifiably account for his whereabouts that day. According to Mrs
Drake, this suspect drove a green
car.
Georgia May Cooper, a close
friend of Diane's, identified the
grossly discolored body at I :30 pm
at the morgue in Providence. Both
she and Diane's boyfriend Billy
Sears of Middletown, had been
frantically combing the area after
Diane failed to show for work.
They had heard a body had been
University of Rhode Island psychology Prof. Mark Seifer, played
an active role in locating at least

one of the 21 psychics police dealt
found earlier on the beactr anO
contacted police. At 5:00 pm.
Diane's father was escorted by
Newport police to identify his'
daughter's body. Mter seeing the
body, he was asked if it was Diane.
He said no. Police then pointed out
a mole over Diane's right eye.
"That's my daughter's mole," he
said, "But that's not my
daughter."
Diane's mole and a large scar
never showed up on the detailed
autopsy report. But that detailed
autopsy points out such minute
details like a lack of fingernail
polish, yet fails to make mention of
the mole and a scar on her back she
received while swimming.
Stumer'performed the autopsy
and refused comment on the matter
_tha~ is still ?ein g inv~ti!i!ated.
Toxicology tests performed show
signs of alcohol, caffeine, or
lrugs.in Diane's system as summrized in the autopsy report.
Ironically, Diane and roommate
~laine visited with a local card
eader just before her death. The
eader predicted Diane had no
'uture.
Another clue to the death may be
linked to Roseanne Robinson a
17-year-old Millis, Ma. native, who
was strangled and found behind the
Lincoln Mall three months after
Diane died. Neither her assailant
Jor her clothes have been found.
Sgt. James Woods of the Lincoln
Xllice department says their invest,gation is still pending and denies
;ommenting on the matter. Janes,
Jowever, says his "gut feeling"
links Robinson's death to Diane's.
The Rotary Club of Newport
continues to sponsor a reward for
information leading to Diane's
assailant. Initially, the award was
for $500 and has since climbed to
$2,600. An RWC scholarship in
Diane's name will be awarded later
this year.
10

everyone used to tell me we had the
perfect family: my father has ' . a
good job, we all get along, we have
a nice house ...
But now we're not perfect -anymore. It stays with us."
She sighs and looks around the
room for a moment and her eyes
linger at her sister's picture a few
seconds. "Some times whenever we
go to the grave I get quiet. That's
when I feel hurt." Her voice is
solemn for a moment.
"I feel like she's looking down on
us now. That sounds weird doesn't
it?"
"No." Because it doesn't.
At first she shar-s in
. . her
parents' feelings."i'lIl not bitter I

just can't understand why anyone
would hurt her.
"She wasn't perfect, but she had a
lot of perfect qualities. There are
no words to describe her. You
could say she was nice, but ..~ "
",What is nice?"
She' stops and thinks for a
moment. "Yeah."
As she speaks, her words are said
more venomously. "I guess I am
bitter." Her eyes are hard. "I say,
'oh God, why'?' and I don't know."
"There was a purpose for it. She
did so many people a lot of good.
There had to be a purpose for it."
"I loved my sister more than anything, she was my best friend and
now I feel she's inside of me."

Roommate: Dissatisfied
with police investigation
bv Anne Roketenetz
,"She was ti~e kind of person who
always thought about what she
said, she wasn't silly or giddy, I
couldn't live with someone like
that," Elaine says boring her blue
eyes into the brown coffee mug she
clenches.
Even with the passing of one year
since Diane Drake's tragic death
roommate Elaine Gallo has yet to
come to terms with what really
happened to her friend. "It was the
fust time she ever walked to work
from the apartment," Elaine insists
as she s\ares in the remains of her
coffee mug though searching for an
answer.
Mter a year of police investigations, the possibilites of fmding the
person responsible for the strangulation death of Diane Drake
becomes more bleak and so does
the attitude of- former roommate
Elaine, stepdaughter to RWC's
Vice President Robert McKenna.
Diane and Elaine had been friends
since high school when Diane's
family returned to Rhode Island
after living in Virginia. Diane and
Elaine often spoke of getting a
place of their own together after
they entered college, but didn't
'move away from home until the
November previous to Diane's
death.
"Diane and I were tight," says
Elaine about their relationship,
"we talked a lot about everything."
Much of Elaine's and Diane's time
was spent together. They commuted to school together, worked
together, and "went out only when
we had the money. " They also
spent a lot of time with their
boyfriends.
"Nothing really bothered Diane,"
says Elaine, "everybody iked her."
Elaine slowly recalled the night of
Diane's death. "When she failed to
show up for work I was frantic."
Telephone calls to the girls' apartment and Diane's parent's house
proved to be no help. After work,
Elaine, Diane's boyfriend, and
other concerned friends began
searching for her.
Elaine remembers staying at the
'apartment waiting in case of a
phone call while the others scouted
throughout local bars and other
places where Diane might have
been.
By the following morning there
was .still no word of Diane's
whereabouts and the police were
notified. Elaine's boyfriend heard

Baine Gallo
on the radio that a women's body
had been found on Newport's
Easton Beach, and as Elaine recalls,
"I knew right away it was Diane."
From that point on after Diane's
body was identified,everything was
confusing.
"They brought us all down to the
station, and we were all held as
suspects, the police just shot questions at us. Our nerves couldn't
take it that soon after what had
happened."
Everyone close to Diane who was
questioned as a suspect was cleared
a week later. Elaine, however, soon
grew tired of the police and how
they handled the investigation
"They would call me up and tell
me to get down here right away,
and it would only be to look at
more mug shots or ask me
,
something they had already asked
me." After a month or, so Elaine
stopped keeping in touch with thp.
police. "They never really would'
level with any of us, once a week we
(parents and friends) would all get
together to try and piece together
everything they had told us and
make sense of it."
The biggest reason for Elaine's
disappointment with the police is
that Elaine has a theory of her own
about what happened to Diane and
who was responsible for Diane's
death. "It took them a week to
question the man I suspected and
then a month later they cleared
him." Elaine belie'l~s loca! politks
may have played a role in his
release.
Yet, still in her heart, she feels the
knows who did it.
Elaine complains of many police
"tripping over one another," as
obstacles in charging a suspect.
"They tell me I am too biased with
what I feel really happened to
Diane, r know catching whoever
did this won't bring Diane back. I'd
like to see this person caught and
the
police
embarrassed."
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Psychics now being utilized
in criminal investigations

Press Clippings
1-

Green Carnations
On St Patrick's Day the Freshman Class will deliver sreen
carnations. The carnations will be on sale March 16 in the Student
Union. If anyone wishes to help, please call Jeanne Silag
(253-1336) or Phil Longo (255-3191).

Attention Horn Players
The RWC Jazz Ensemble needs brass and woodwinds. If
interested in jazz and rock arrangements, call Doug -2956 or Dave
-2949.

RWCChoir
Rehearsals for the RWC choir are Thursdays from 6-8 pm in the
Bayroom. The first concert is scheduled for May 10, 1981.

Mariiuana Users

Watch for a marijuana dIxlate by RWC's Health Service in the
next issue of the Quill.

Parking Notice
There has been a proposal to switch the commuter parking to
North Campus and Freshman parking to the present on campus
commuter parking.
There will be students with available questionnaires in the snack
bar area and visiting all school housing within the next week.

Club Football Meeting
Thursday, March 12, at 6:30 in the Common Lounge will be held
a Club Football meeting. This meeting.is mandatory for all players
and club members - very important for Seniors. New members are
welcome, both male and female. Come make Club Football a huge
sucess for next year.

o

Senior Update

Any student who has· still not received information regarding
cap and gown for Commencement Excercises please be sure to
contact the Registrar's Office immediately.

o Commencement Ball will be on May 8th. Tickets will be on sale
soon.

.

by Cammy Bitel
Psychics are now being utilized
more readily to aid police in
criminal investigations. The Newport Police Department has just
recently established its use of
psychics. Newport Police Captain
William E Janes says that says that
"The Diane Drake investigation is
the first and only time psychics
were brought in.
In fact, 27 psychics were in contact
with - the police at some time
throughout the investigation.
"Some of the psychics got in'
touch with us and we contacted a
couple ourselves with the help of
Paul Gilman, a captain at the
Providence Police Academy,"
according to Janes.
Parapsychology is the field of
study concerned with the investigation of evidence for telepathy,
clairvoyance and psychokinesis. It
is not a science which is why police
cannot rely on a psychic's account
as evidence.

Captain Janes adds that a psychic's account must have some
basis in fact to be credible.
"We investigate what they tell us,
but we still have to prove it with
facts and evidence."
Police officers on the Atlanta
Task Force have also enlisted the
aid of psychics in the brutal
investigation of over 20 child
slayings.
According to a more recent Providence Journal article; Dorothy
Allison, a psychic from Nutley, NJ
w~s asked to assist in the Atlanta
probe. Mrs. Allison declared upon
her arrival that she knew the
identity of "the killer," but departed after five days of fruitless
stalking.
Captain Wilson of the Providence
Police Department said, "We don't
use psychics because our apprehension rate has been so good." He
also added that should a pyschic
contact him concerning a case, he
would not hesitate to use one.

Detective John Cotcher of the
Warwick Police Department said he
has not had the occasion to use a
psychic, but he would not prohibit
their use.
Psychics have not been able to
assist in the apprehension of the
Atlanta murderer or murderers, but
they have initiated new angles in the
case.
The Diane Drake case also
remains unsolved, but the psychics
have proved to be 40 percent
effective, according to Captain
Janes. Janes remains in contact
with three of the psychics at this
time.
Other police departments in the
area are considering the use of
psychics in future cases. Although a
psychic's testimony cannot be used
as evidence in a court of law, they
have been advantageous in leading
police to attain information, not
otherwise known.

Class investigates Inurder
coatinued from PIlle 1
"Sometimes I just wanted to tell
everyone what we were doing,"
said Betsy Francis, a member of the
I-Team, "but we had to keep it all
inside 'til classtime."
The investigation became an
obsession with some members of
the class. Many spent sleepless
nights wondering where they could
find the missing puzzle pieces.
Although members of the I-Team
interviewed Newport Police Captain William E Janes conc~rnipg the
case, no information was exchanged.
Captain Janes says of the I-Team,
"you're probably gonna be more

help to us than anybody else has
been."
He also complimented the team
saying, "you've done an excellent
job so far."
The Drakes commented on the
RWC reporters' thoroughness
when asking questions.
Since it was students looking for
all the answers, neither friends of
Diane's nor sources felt intimidated, everyone spoke freely.
Interviews were approached professionally yet casually. The team
found it easy to talk to people
about Diane. The I-Team feels
cheated that they never got to know

her.
Miss Coloian's Investigative Journalism class has put students out in
the "real" world. Working on a
problem that has effected so many
people means so much more than
answering questions in a text book.
Todd Reiss, a member of the
I-Team, explained "It's the kind of
class where you don't mind doing
the'work."
Another member of the team, Bob
Blinderman said "I looked forward
to going to this class. I learned by
doing an investigation instead of
reading about it in some text
book."
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Short story writer spins
southern tales at RWC
by Darlene Mikula
full-time career just seven years
The Anthology of Magazine Verse/
If you're tired of plays, movies, Yearbook.ofAmerican Poetry 1980
ago. "As a 34 year old beginner, I
and the television, or you just need He also writes regular freelance wrote not much differently from an
a break from your studies, the reviews for several newspapers, 18 year old beginner," he said.
Creative Writing Series may have dozens of articles' for national and
"I wrote about sex mainly, in the
just the entertainment you'll be local magazines, and has been the beginning--terrible stories, none of
needing to get you through the · guest lecturer and reader at many them really concerned with anyremainder of the semester. Best of · major colleges and universities.
thing I 1 really knew about sex, but
all, it's free, funny, and open to
"'He's a very funny man," said fantasies of heroic sexual exploits in
anyone who wants to go.
· Craig Weeden, part-time Creative which the central figur~ is both
Lewis "Buddy" Nordan, short Writing insturctor at RWC who myself and, at the same time, a
story writer from Fayetteville, Arbecame close friends with Nordan person I would not have liked at all
kansas, will "story-tell" on Thursin Arkansas. "The man has had me had I met him in real life. I ain
day, March 19 in LH 130 at 8 pm.
laughing so hard for so long, that grateful none of those stories ever
~, Mr. Nordan has published short
my sides literally hurt the next . saw print."
fiction in Harper's, Redbook, and
day."
Nordan claims that his earliest
Playgirl. In addition, he has had
Nordan dropped out of a full-time influences were James Thurber,
fiction and poetry anthologized in
academic life to pursue writing as a Woody Allen (his mIllS, not his"

stories) and Mel Brooks. "They
taught me that the way I see life is
in focus, not out of focus, said
Nordan.
Like most "Southern writers,"
Buddy Nordan can talk and talk
and weave tale upon tale. "The
students will be in for a real treat,"
said Mr Weeden. "Being from the
South, Buddy will expose New
Englanders to a Gothic tradition
they won't soon forget."
The first story Mr Nordan ever
published was a parody of William
Faulkner's most obscure style titled
"The Farmer:s Daughter."
"I used a bear, Faulkner's most readily identifiable
symbol, as a central character. It
lives in the drawing room of a
decaying house with Doric c~l
umns. "

"It's the story of the sexual
initiation of a young girl who lives
upstairs in the same house reading
voraciously the complete works of
William Faulkner." Today, he
says, he would distance himself
from the "Southern Gothic Tradition" of writing in more subtler
ways.
So if you want a little change from
the ordinary, and a chance to meet
an energetic personality from
another culture, complete with
Mark Twain-type theatrics, you're
welcome to attend.
Mr Nordan will also visit Creative
Writing classes and meet with
students in private conferences to
discuss their own work. For more
information, call Bob McRoberts at
255-2256 or Geoffrey Clark at
255-2380.

RWC's new choir shows a lot of potential
by Janina Ryba
If you hear new voices ringing
through the campus don't be
surprised. These are the enthusiastic voices of the RWC choir.
In only their third week, the group
shows a lot of potential, revels Joan
Roth, the director of the Choir.
Mrs Roth went on to express that
this is the first year of the choir's
organization and so far "The group

Mrs Roth is an active member of
the Peloquin choir of Providence.

u. S and Europe but also has
recordings to their -credit and have
made national television appearences. Roth is also a member of the
International Faith choir of Bristol.
Mrs Roth takes time out of her
busy schedule every Thursday from
6-8 pm. to work with the RWC
choir.

This group has not only toured the

The 25 member group is always

looks pretty good, it could have
been worse," she said.
Mrs Roth, a native of Bristol,
devotes much of her time to the
music world. She is a graduate of
RIC.

looking for new faces. "I'd like to
"The group sings a wide variety of
have around 40 members," Roth
music," stated Roth. "The songs
said. "Unfortunately there aren't
range from Shenandoah to the
many men, I'd like to see more RWC Alma Mater."
male voices come," explained
The RWC choir is pl~nning a
roth.
concert for the beginning of May,
although an actual date has not
The group has also been able to been set.
involve the RWC faculty. "-N. e have "I want it to be a great concert so
members singing, and some of we can show everyone we mean
those are men," according to Roth. business." Roth stresses.

Students are flocking to RWC's Inusic courses
by Cammy Bitel
A variety of music courses are now
being offered at RWC. Although
music courses have been in the
curriculum for many years, it has
been in a more limited capacity.
As more courses are being offered,
more and more students are enrolling in the various courses.
With the hard work of music
co-ordinator, Will Ayton (who
prefers to be called Will), such
courses as Music Appreciation,
have become increasingly popular
with students.
Ayton has a unique background.
His parents are missionaries and he
was born in a northwest province of
China called Kansu. Two years
his family moved to Taiwan, where
Ayton spent his early childhood
years. He later moved to the States
to attend school.
Ayton is an energetic and creative
individual who combines these
qualities with his extensive knowledge of music to make for a
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Ayton is a graduate of Shenandoah University in Virginia. He did
his graduate work at the New
England Conservatory, majoring in
Music Education.
The viola da gamba which means
"Viol of the le.g", a European
instrument somewhat resembling
the cellow, is Ayton's major performing instrument.
A major fascination of Ayton's is
the early instruments, such as the
recorder. "The early instruments
create a lighter type of music,
unlike the formalities of modern
music", he said.
Some of Ayton's innovative teaching methods may have evolved
from working with small children.
Ayton taught, before coming to
RWC, four years of elementary
school in Pennsylvania.
Ayton has been a part-time
teacher and music co-ordinator
here for five years. This semester
he is teaching five courses: Music
Appreciation, Fundamentals of

Ensemble and an advanced course
in music for a small group of
students.
Most students at RWC are interested in the introductory courses,
either to fulfill a fine arts requirement or for enjoyment.
The growing popularity of music
courses caused students to be closed
out of Music Appreciation this
semester. "The reason may be that
it gives students a chance to
participate, whether it be improvising or just enjoyment," Ayton
explained.
Fine Arts is an essential part of
education, according to Ayton. "I
question the priorities of the college
the arts are important in general
and especially at a Liberal Arts
school.
There could be more
facilities to satisfy the needs of the
program, such as more classroom
space and full-time teachers."
commented Ayton. Several students would like to use the school to
practice their music, but the facil-

Ayton feels the best part of
teaching at RWC, is seeing the
variety of students.. "Each and
every student, no matter what
major, offers a different view to
what I'm teaching."

The most recent new course in
music is a Thursday night Choir
class, directed by Joan Roth.
Ayton highly encourages people to
join, and praises the course as the
beginning of something good.

Paris grants available
American colle~e students admissible to junior year or higher
September 1981 are eligible for
grants to study in Paris (luring the
academic year 1981-1982, provided.
that they are adequately prepared m
French and will have completed a
dossier de pre-inscription which is
received in Paris before April I,
1981. These grants will be paid in
French Francs in two installments
each semester.

Additional grants of up to $1000
for the year will be awarded to
qualified students who elect AYAarranged housing in a French
home.
For further information and an
application, send a self-addressed
#10 envelope with 20 cents postage
on it and the notation PARIS to:
Academic Year Abroad
17 Jansen Road
New Paltz, NY 12561

OsO·-.M.usiii.c.H.t.·s.to.ry.I.I..,.V.o.i.cei..i.ti.e.s.ar.e. ..
liiim.it.e.d•.- - - - - - -

FRIAR TUCK'S

ET A KICK OUT OF
RWC'S TAE KWON
o CLUB

WED. &FRI
SAT.

KLICK
COUTO & MULLIGAN

.-------------------Thursday

RACE
THE
CLOCK
featuring Ladies Choice
RACE THE CLOCK STARTS AT 8.:00
Drinks Start at 25 cents
Fridays
!""rank Santos as R.I.'s own
R-Rated Hypnotist

WED 3:30- 9:30pm in Cafeteria

CLASSES

_

,- ,

if£s F

--------------------

RAMADAt\
INN

683-3600
144 Anthony Road
Junction Rtes. 24 & 138
Portsmouth
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Coffeehouse Mainseason:

Not up to Glass Menagerie challenge
by Sabrina Holmes
Tennessee William's The G/ass
Menagerie, a main season production at RWC was a disappointment.
The play, based on the destruction
of the fragile world of three
characters by a gentleman caller,
was strongly undermined by very
little direction, indecisive characters, and a disturbing lighting plot.
Most of the problem lies with the
direction of the show. Betsy Argo's
interpretation of G/ass Menagerie
was very unsustained and weak.
The director did not give the cast
the direction they needed to make
the play work. For the most part,
Amanda, Tom, and Laura came
on, and when not departing, looked
very lost in the positions they were
blocked into by their director.
Though the actors were responsible
for the character development, the
director could have given them
more guidance.
The characters in G/ass Menagerie could have been made more
believable with the help of the
director. Katy Gale as Amanda and
Margaret Ann Stassa as Laura were
the only two characters that gave
any depth to the people they were
portraying.
As Amanda, the mother desperately trying to relive her dreams

through her daughter, Katy Gale
did a favorable job with what she
was given to work with. However,
at times one did not see a definite
interpretation of her character
come through. This was prevalent
among the other characters as well.
Margaret Ann Stassa as Laura, the
shy and crippled sister of Tom,
exhibited a lot of depth and
interpretation of her character.
Although, there were times when
she either consciously or unconsciously relied too much on the
external factors of her character.
She, like Katy Gale, was fairly'
consistent throughout the show.
The bitterness and anger needed to
create as strong a protagonist as
Tom in The G/ass Menagerie was
not present. Jon Durham should
have been more convincing in his
part as Tom. As the narrator and
main character, there could have
been either more direction from the
director or a firmer understanding
from Jon towards his character.
The gentleman caller should have
also been explored in more depth.
Jim Griggs as the catalyst was
hampered in his performance by his
lack of understanding or interpretation of his own character. Once
again the director should have
helped out in some way.

11...-_ _

For all the problems encountered
with his role, Jim's dance scene
with Laura and what consecutively
followed was one of the most
beautiful and moving scenes in the
show itself.
The lighting design for G/ass
Menagerie was very creative but
distracting at times.
The main
problem encountered throughout
the evening was that the characters
either couldn't find the lights,
especially in Amanda and Laura's
final scene, or were not directed in
the area of the lit portion.
Dimming the lights when characters
were reminiscing was very effective
in showing the make believe world
in which they existed, but at times
gave the scenes a disembodied
effect.
This production of G/ass Menagerie had its bad points but also had
some good ones. I feel the theater
department should be commended
for attempting such a challenge.
The G/ass Menagerie is as timeless
now as it was when first written.
It is a brilliant and exciting play to
observe, and I would urge everyone
to see it, to watch a marvelous
. playwright in action.
The G/ass Menagerie is presented
in the RWC Coffeehouse Theatre
March 6-14 at 8:30 pm.

A Poem
By Christopher K. Van Name
1) The other day I saw a friend
A friend I had not seen in years
And when I saw this friend of mine
My eyes filled UP with tears.
2) This friend of mine was not the same;
Different from when I saw him last
The change of him was very great
The change in him seemed vast.
3) I looked down where his legs should be
And saw there was not a pair
Only one leg hung where two should be
The other was just not there.
4) He looked down and began to laugh
He smiled, he did not frown,
He said, "The leg is only a lump of flesh
Flesh which dangles down."
5) I looked over where his arm still hung
It was a tangled, twisted mess.
All bloody, banged, and broken,
My friend was one arm less.
6) He looked at his arm, smiled and said,
"Yes, that was once my arm
Although I used it for many things
One less does me no harm."
7) I looked up, at his face,
It was all burned and charred
One eye was punctured in
Its socket cut and marred.

Bearing the Cross is sinful delight
by Sabrina Holmes
The coffeehouse production
Bearing the Cross was an original
one-act written by James Griggs, a
theater student at RWC.
The production was an interesting blend of playwriting, a sensitive
cast, and an intuitive director.
James Griggs has written a very
disturbing and haunting play on
absolving one's sins. It concerns a
man eventually killing a priest who
was witness to his crime. What
follows is a taut, cat and mouse
game as the priest tries to bargain
for his life, and Daniel tries to
justify his actions. What makes it a
strong- play is that the playwright
has a basic understanding of human
emotions.

Technically, Bearing lhe Cross
was simple in staging and lighting.
The set consisted of a single chapel
with a candle-lit altar, which was
visually effective to the audience.
Like the set, the lighting was
intelligently designed, creating a
religious atmosphere.
It was the successful combination
of talented actors, playwright, and
director that made Bearing the
Cross a success.
His understanding of Bearing the
Cross carried through to the
audience, though the blocking was
limited due to the play itself.
Corbo's sensitivity was the prominent factor in his direction of the
show.

8) He looked at me with his one good eye
My thoughts he did read.
He said, "The eyes are good things to have,
but one is all you need."

The ch8rac:ters were very real and
intelligent. John Walker as the
priest showed a strong, internal
development as a man about to die.
Tom Stern as Daniel, the man
about to murder the priest was also
very sensitive, and as the tormented
protagonist did a remarkable job
with it.
The detective played by Jay
Walker searching for the killer was
also well done. Though it was a
minor role, he did the best he could
under those circumstances.

9) My friend then said, with a half-baked grin,
"This face, this body, it isn't me.
What is me is locked up, locked up inside
There waiting to be free.
10) My then fell and began to die.
He died there clutching at my knee.
His final words simply this.
"What is me is simply me."
11) When my friend departed from my side
I looked out over the vast blue sea.
As I did I heard those words once more;
"What is me ... is simply ... me."

"Richard Corbo as the director
undertook and did a commendable
job in directing it. The choices he
made showed his impressibility in
directing and choosing the cast.

Untitled

BRISTOL·
COMMUNITY

I

RWC ACADEMIC YEAR 1980-81

Membership Plan
Full Privilege Usage of:
Five lane olympic pool, gymnasium, small racquetball room, co-ed universal
weight machine and excersise room, sauna, lockers and showers.
Plus:
Reduced rates for special interest classes.

*************************************
SEMESTER PLAN
$25.00 per person

payment must be made in full at time of enrollment

***************************~****~****
448 HOPE STREET
BRISTOL, RHODE ISLAND 253-5400

.

(Approximately 2 miles from the Fulton Campus, on the RIPTA bus route.)

By Robert Crowell
Like a rosebud
This prose unfolds
in th.e spring of my mind.
As it opens
also do I leave time
for its death.
only to open another
A son to its love
A brother to its youth
A Father.to its love

You are

the sunshine of

my life.

~

Last year. we helped nearty 1 of
.every 2 people in S. E. New Enatand1lIis ye... wid! your support. we" be
able 10 brine sllDSbioe into the lives of
many othen. People like yourself.

TIlE UNITED WAY
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It's hard to tell whether the judges or the
contestants had a better time at last Wednesday night's Kiss-Off (above right). A picture
may be worth a thousand words, but this poster with the women's preliminaries was worth
a million to the judges (above left). Winners
Tracy Frazone and Scott Needam show onlookers how it's properly done (bottom left).
Practice makes perfect as the poster of the
men's preliminary results proves (bottom right).

RWC's annual Kiss-Off a "smacking" success
by W A CoUette
If you didn't pucker up on March

4 at the Budweiser Kiss-off in the
school cafeteria, you've missed your
big chance to prove that your
pucker is the best on campus.
The Bud Kiss-off has become an
annual extraganza at RWC and
always promises and then provides
a night of good clean fun and
friendly competition for stud~nts
who think they've got what it takes,
or just go along to watch the fun
and have a few beers with their
buddies. Initial competition took
place prior to last Wednesday
night's final to determine the 12
finalists from each sex (10 competi-

tors and two altemates(.

most part rounds tended to be
longer and apparently morepleasing
than Budweiser expected.
The crowd was obviously having
almost as good a time as the
finalists, or so all the hoopla,
cheering, and dancing indicated.
This year's winners were Tracy
Frazone and Scott Needam. First
place runners up were Sue Westra

Music and moderation of the
event were handled by Musi-onics.
Their program consisted of a DJ,
strobe and bubble lights, a spotlighted mirror ball, and a large
selection of popular albums.
The event was judged by six
students, three male and three
female, who took turns kissing (and
telling) and rating three finalists at and Gregg Forest, second runners
a time and conferred on their up were Marie Wilonis and Dan
decision as to which of the contest- Corkin.
ants were "best".
Each competitive round was to
Honorable mentions went to: Lori
last IS seconds, although for the Mahoney, Chip Bruce, Louise Law-

ton, Mike Hannon, Lori Shlags,
Eric Shenck, Bita Bayat, Joe Correnty, Wendy Koblentz, John Her'shack, Anne Whitney, Steve Coutres, Andrea Gralicer, and Ray
Perry.
Alternates were Renee Mikitarian,

..

1'~

."p".:-.

.:;:::~

Dave Munson, Sue Maccario, and
Dave Whitca.
The Kissoff is not unique to RWC,
but it ;ust goes to prove that being
to!d to kissoff at RWC is not
always a bad thing.
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SIGN UP NOW
AND PUT YOUR NAME
IN PRINT

********************

The Quill is looking for students interested in
working for the newspaper as news reporters,
features writers, entertainment and sports
s'taff, photographers, layout and design staff,
and an off-campus entertainment editor.
The Quill- CL 126, phone 255-2200

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
WE'LL PUT YOU IN PRINT

AMERICAN
AUTO INC.
Yo"r foctory Authorized AMC; Jeep' Renauft Dealer

,

867 Church St .. New Bedford. Moss.
Dlrec'lon" Vnli' '., ml'lule-:, hom Fall River Take Rt 1Qf, to 140 North
Tak"tll1')uHft, '40 Beo'Jrrlqtn Am&ncanAuIOl.,c 1"i1 mIle upon the(Ighf

•

CALL TOLL FREE, 676-0100

3 DAY SALE,
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For all students tbat are concerned
about the continuation of tbe
Personals are encouraged to read
tbe fint 4tter to tbe Editor.

•••••••••••••••
Chris: Did you really give up
"boys" for lent.
Stan.
Jockette: Have any close calls
outside Yankee Spirits lately. HAA I
Hey Jimmy b.: We will respect ourselves around girls ... wicked sorry,
WICKED sorry.
Love trae Bad Boys.
Hotlips Needbam: We want to play
Unitill.
Kissy-face.
Hey Sbamu: Get a job soon! GOD.
Chris: I heard you were swimming.
Did you catch any FISH yet?
R.C.: You're the poop! Love ya!
Princess.
To Cbris G.: When are you going
to let us look in your undie drawer?
Dave & Stan.
Joyce: Did you ever get the napkin
from Mat yet?
Signed - The Gillary's Crowd.
Hey Mark: Know any parliamentry
procedure, we're all waiting!
Donny: Was it really worth a buck
to swap spit with that sleez-bag at
Mardi-gras. Signed tbe Pentbouse.
P. S. Did you gargle with Liquid
Plummer, Drano, etc...
Uncle Dave:
You would do
anything for an "A". (Le. getting
your nose a little brown, or are you
just horny?)
Signed: "The Rest Stop &
"Tbe Stripper.
P.S.
Is it true that she has
hemoriods.
P.P.S. Have youjound my wallet
Yet?
Hey Demo: Who's your shadow?
DKLlSO, Kimberly: Sorry you misunaerstood, it was only a compliment. I'd like to talk about it.
Respond on.
DFLl09 Kimberly.
Hey Finn: Is it true that you have a
life time membership to A.A.
Signed 234
P. S. I heard that dad is looking jor
the color T. V.
D.D.: Hey, I hear that there is a
sale on rubber pants and Pampers
at Adam's Drug.
Signed, Uncontrolable Bladden.
To the Salad Sisten: Meet you in
the lettuce patch around 5:00.
Bugs.
Wendy: Ruin your night, hah. Get
a REAL personality. Beacb Boys.
Mike H.: Your tongue is like
tasting old teabags.
Renee.

0'8

~Crazy Dave Says: ~
"it's tfme for another"

THUA
FRI

Roger Williams &
Salve Regina Party
FEATURING

~

TeqUilla Specials
: The Villa, #1 Bellevue Avenue,
Newport

~

'1fO

Mundanees It
Debutants

SAT

"ST. Patrick's Day
Party Warm-Up"
with Skeggle
It the Ducats

SUN

"Ides of Mareh
Party" with Botton
Bottom Doubt

Stolen G'oodz
Thursday March 19th
CRASY DAVE IS CUTTING PR/CES'ON ALL
BEER AND DRINKS

All 4 Burners

NEXT WEEK
MON
TUE

THUA

Wild
Accusations
"St. Patrick's Day
Party", Otis Aead
Musical Theatre
AWC It Salve
Party featuring
Stolen Goodz

Lisa on tbe 5th: When are we going
to do it ... lunch I mean.
TheMUlmlan.
Neil M: I wish you would stop
dreaming about all those girls and
actually fmd yourself one. Mom.
To tbe Musicians above Unit 6:
When are you going to learn to play
something?
Stro: We are tired of your head
games. No more holes - maybe LH
will come back.
Estate.
Jimbo, DK and JoJo: There will
always be more jelly beans for
eating, not for stealing.
BoBo.
Hey Dy: If not Nevada, how about
Love, xxx.
Maryland?
Jimmy and Janina: Keep your
thumb rubbing to yourselves.
Signed, Unit 1.
To Kim: You· look like a Poodle!
Nice -hairdoo loser! Signed, Unit 8.
Mark: Nice job!
Jenny: We can't eat munchkins
anymore, we're on diets.
Jep's ell-roomate: Rob and Rob
and Rob, and just how big is his
chest measurement?
Dan's ell-roommate.
Erin: Join us for a slum gummion
dinner some time again.
Codie: Go for it! -(Sue) you're
Dad n.
dumb if you don't!
H.J.: Baby - you're the best!
Your *1 fan - L.J.1.
To the Estate §l Embassy: I heard
you guys were getting soft in your
O.J.L.
old age.
Dan: So when is Hot Lips you to
Bermuda? Hawaii? to Bed?
E
Art: Did you get your wife's car
home on time? or did she ground
Bong 99.
you?
Bru: I hear y,>u're King of the
Corn Holers!! Do you like corn
fritters too?
E.
Hey Murpb: 99 bottles of beer on
the wall?
Tania
Busbie: How big's the bug?
Scotty: Make waves, not ripples.
Tbeboys.
Bear: Gr-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r!
Ben: Howdy dudey buddy, do you
know me?
Buck
Jo~ in Unit 7: How are the wife and
Kids?
Dear Bill B: I'm, watching you!
Love your secret admirer.
Chris and Bill are still very much
together.
Hey Joey: Can I have a ride in your
sexy BMW with the ski racks? C.C.
Jobn: Thanks for the carnations
you sent. They were beautiful. But
one problem, I'm not too sure of
who you are?
Lon, Cathy.
Marianne: Let's get togehter for
breakfast, lunch, and dinner. NeD.
Wes: Thanks for a great weekend.
Kim.
Joe: Do Catholic girls like BMW's
Dave B: We love your body.
UnitS.
To a certain Quad in Unit 7: Thank
Heaven for fresh air and no more
Signed, ReUeved
lysol.
To tbe persons wbo cut down our
beautiful sculpture -Thanks.
Nation: Are you shaving every day
for a special reason or does she
have a passion for baby faces.
The Fisb Connection.
Tina: I'm getting attached.
The Bus. card conector.
Marianne: Did you body chemistry
change after the last ski trip, or
were you not indulging.
_
Tbe Back of tbe Bus.
D.G. (RA)(Dad II): Now you
know how it feels when somebody
key's your door, when you least
expect it.
Tbe boys.
To Mark J.:. Sorry Mark - in your
case it's the quantity not the quality
,and you don't have any quality in
your quantity.
Signed: Higb on tbe Stb.

Attention: The broken window in
Housing was done in a rage of
passion.
Rizzo: Green is for go, Red means
stop, except in Boston.
Ramada.
Robin:
Have you broiled any
Mark.
frozen pies lately?
Apt 131: When is the next party.
You supply the JD this time.
Dave hurry up!
Neil T.: You won't have the last
laugh, especially if you don't know
the WHOLE truth.
Mince: Better reel in your line, that
K & R girl is already hooke(i.
Dad II.
DarreD at Nike: We know you're
attached but if you ever break up let
Watcbing you.
us know.
Sweets: Two birds better than one,
wait til a long weekend.
Louie.
Embassy: All of your grade point
averages totaled together equal a
4.0, and you call us burnt! Estate.
Lookout Intramurals "T~e Mag
7" are hereon-ready to roll.
Kim: Thanks for a great weekend.
Wes.
Wes: Too bad you 'Can't grow in '
the right place.
'
Pinky.
Betb: What ever happened to
Sunday's breakfast& (Away
games?!). '
.
The Gransk.
Unit 3: Beware Spring is acoming!!
Unit I~
RWC: Drop Dead!
A Student.
Hey Eskimo: How about saving me
'some bagels next week.
Tbe leg biter.
Senate Treasurer: You are GOD?
Renee: I've had better kisses from
Dennis.
Mike.
Marrianne: Please play pool with
me, I'm the best shot around.
NeDT.
NeD S: Did you and Lisa really get
Lucky?
Stacey: Get a real job!
Joe.
NeD T.: I want you.
Bess N.
Bobby: Learn your tubes! (You
were at the wrong end!)
Tami: How is your neck lately?
Mark.
Toby: I'be seen better butts on
cigarettes.
Your Latest.
Lee: I Melanie as good as she says.
Buster.
Belusbi: With that belly, your team
, always has an extra player.
Ref.
To Andrea on 1st Door: I hear you
want to get into Luke's pants too? !!
Stan's friend from K & R.
Big Mel: I've seen better faces on
clocks.
The Cover Girl.
Jeff W: Start looking for a second
Kim.
bed.
P.S. How's your back?
Embassy: Strong enough 'for a man
but made for a woman!
Do you believe in the
C.B.:
infallibility of society?
Mike B: Skate allover my body,
twice.
Jane.
To the tbree Unknown Students:
Rumor has it you will be spending
free time in the cafe without your
V.D. Cards.
The Neigbbon•.
Dennis of "9": You "N-G-P"
The Cafe Worker's Union.
Posts 909, 913, & 914
_
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Randolph reflects on RWC career
after passing 1,000 point Dlark
by James Hennafeld

If you look at the records of the
RWC basketball team over the past
three seasons (6-12 in 1979-80 and
II-IS in 1980-1981) you can honest_ Iy say they weren't good years.
- Yet you certainly couldn't put the
blame on 6'5" sophomore forward
Ed Randolph. This Florida native
has led RWC in total points scored
and rebounds in each of the past
two years. He has been one of the
few bright spots in otherwise dismal
campaigns.
But if you look back at the high
school achievements of Randolph,
you have to be more impressed.
After playing both freshman basketball and football at Leone High
School in Florida, he transferred
over to Florida AandM University
High School the following year.
Playing only basketball as a
sophomore, he made the move
from JV team to the varsity squad
late in the season. As a substitute,
Randolph watched his team capture
the Class A State Championship of
Florida.
During his junior year at Florida
AandM, Randolph became the only
starting nonsenior basketball member. Despite his team reaistering a
19-4 mark and beiDa chosen on the
aD-conference team, Randolph said
that season was his biggest disappointment.
"All year long we were talking
a"bwt &etting in and winning the
state fmals again. We made it to the
sectional playoffs and then we got
blown out when we played Malone
High School. It was the hardest loss
I ever had," Randolph said.
RandolP!t, however, was a starting
member of the Florida AandM
varsity football squad his junior
year. Playing both wide receiver
and tight end, he helped his team
win the Florida State Championship. While he didn't win any'
conference or state honors, Randolph was invited to a football
banquet honoring the best high
school playel s in the Florida area.
It definitely made a big impression
on him.
•
"Seeing all these great football
players huddled together in that
room made me want to become that
much of a better player. It payed
off for me the next season," he
said.
Florida AandM repeated as the
Florida State football champions
during Randolph's senior year.
This. time Randolph had the rare
I

distinction of making the Florida
. All-State first team.
Randolph's senior year on the
basketball team saw Florida A and
M go all the way to the State Finals
before losing to Sarasota High
School. Randolph, who averaged 17
points per game and was chosen on
the Florida All-State second team,
says he had his biggest thrill in a
semi-final state tournament game.
In the final seconds, Randolph hit
two clutch free throws to give
Florida a 67-65 win over Greensboro High School.
In high school, Randolph was
approached by many colleges.
Some of the schools who expressed
interest in his football abilities were
the University of Missouri, Albany
State, Manhouse College and Delaware State. But Randolph
preferred to play basketball over
football in college at this time.
"I have flashbacks when I see club
football here. I know I can catch a
football. I always had stron c~ncen
tration and good hands. The only
weakness was that I had only
average speed but a lot of coaches
told me I could work and improve
on that.
"I guess I just lost a lot of
enthusiasm for football then. I
didn't like going through any tough
weight lifting program and I shied
away from the speed and physical
contact drills we had to go through.
And I did have one serious knee
injury where I tore some muscle
fibers.
"Basketball is faster, more fun
and more of a team-oriented sport.
That's why I chose basketball,"
Randolph said.
The colleges didn't ignore Randolph's basketball skills either. He
was approached by Furman,
Florida State, Florida A and M,
Florida Southern and Pensicola
Junior College. Randolph has had
some regrets over chosing RWC but
he also likes many aspects of the
school.
_
"I feel the school is not sportsoriented enough. I honestly feel
that sports can influence growth
and development. If we had a gymnasium then it would minimize a lot
of beer drinking at the "Rat" and
the students wouldn't have to be
creating things to do in the dorms
Since RWC didn't have a gym when
I came here, it did give me some
second thoughts.
"I looked at RWC and saw what it
had. I knew the urban planning and

..

.
.'

Barrington College
U. of Southern Maine
Thomas College
Bryant College
'Castleton College
U.S. Coast Guard
Western New England
'New England College
'Franklin Pierce
'Lyndon State
Curry College
E. Nazerene College
Salve Regina College
'Hawthorne College
Salve Regina College
Southern Mass. U.

.

zlp;.hood sweatshlrts(assorted colors)
jogging shorts (assorted colors)
converse all-star sneakers(hlgh/low)
sweat pants or sweat shirts
camouflage t-shlrts
camouflage pants
pr.washed levi denim jackets
p-coats junior

~ult

cowboy hats black & whIte

O~EN

12.99
2.95
16.95
5.98
8.95
19.95
24.95
49.95
54.95
10.95

7 DAYS A WEEK

engineering programs were pretty .
fair. I was more concerned about'
the school academically. I also felt I .. _ - - - - - - -. . .
,
.
_
wanted to go away from home and
make it on my own," Randolph
.
'
said.
One milestone Randolph acheived
this year at RWC was to score over
one thousand points. "I have had
, certain goals for myself. When I
came here I wanted to start and
play right away and I did that. I
wanted to score over one thousand
points, I did that. Now I want to
have the RWC scoring record. I am
only 127 points away with 1358
points.
Randolph would also like to beat
Rhode Island College. "There's a
lot of politics involved here. They
always get more press and newspaper coverage. I know they'-re a
state school and RWC is a private
school, but still, why should they
get more publicity? If we beat
them, ftputs RWC at their level. It
brings attention to the media," he
said.
Another team Randolph gets up
for is Western New England College. Two years ago on Dec. 3,
Randolph exploded for a. career
high 43 points, a career high for one
game.
"I wrote down some of the things
I would have to do to be more
effective - staying near the basket,
shuffling my feet, being alert and
having good rebound position.
Before the game I said a prayer and
I reaDy felt relaxed. I had a special
feeling in practice the way I was
shooting that I was going to have a
. good day. This feeling is not there
all the time but it was there that
day," Randolph said.
To improve last year's record
II-IS, Randolph feels everybody
has to be truly dedicated. "Everyone has to be thinking, concentrating and working hard all the time
on the court," he said.
When school ends, Randolph will
go on a training program during the
off season. He will do some long
road work "for endurance and
stamina," riding a bicycle "to
tighten up certain leg muscles,"
swimming and tennis. He will also
work on his basketball shooting a
lot. "You never get enough shooting practice," Randolph said.
Randolph praises the work of new
head coach Mike Raffa. "He is a
program builder. Under him the
team is confident that future years
will be successful."

.March 10-14
", March 17-2~

Thurlday:
SH~TER NIGH
ALL SHOTS
LADBNi_
ONE DOLLAR'
-At. 114, ReIIr 0 Z8yre PI. ., Mlddletown,..fq
,

-

2 Games
2 Games
2 Games
2 Games
2 Games
1 Game
2 Games
2 Games
2 Games
2 Games
2 Games
2 Games
2 Games
2 Games
2 Games
1 Game

1:00
1:00
12:00
1:00
1:00
3:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
3:00
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60 percent off
, Gold-
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8.75
14 k S and twist bracelets
14 k heart earrings
12.00
silver rings with stone
3.00
charms, enamel boxes, feathers,
& much more

'lowest prices around'
-)111 W. Memorial Blvd. (next to Post Office)
:..
849-7782

Maximillian's
Discothecque
Ultimate in Disco
Two bars to choose from
Game Room
Overlook Bellevue Ave. from
large Glass Sliding doors
Fog machine
Light
!!! Proper Dress Required!!!

--

, Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away

NOVA
TOUCH--

- '. ruetday: '
, 0 FOR ONE NIGHT~
Wed _....

BASEBALL SCHEDULE
Wed.
March 25
March 28
sat.
Sun.
March 29
April 4
Sat.
April 5
Sun.
Thurs.
April 9
April 11
sat.
Wed.
April 15
Thurs.
April 16
sat.
April 18,
April 24
Frl.
April 27
Mon.
Thurs.
April 30
sat.
May 2
May6
Wed.
Thurs.
May7
'Mayflower Conference

(.J..,
~

108 William St.
Newport, R.I.
849-4747
EVERY TUESDAY IN APRIL:
"LADIES' MUD WRESTLERS"
EVERY WEDNESDAY: CONTEST NIGHT
..... ...............•.........................................................................
~

Pap 16

QUILL

•••
:
••

••
•

EDWARD'S

•
:T-Shirts
• Uniforms·
• Lettering

M8I'Ch 12, 1981

:

Spotting Goods & Trophy House
:
Athletic Footwear •
Equipment •
Engraving.

10 percent off with this ad on non-sale merchandise

.---'--"--'---'-------------------

•

-881 W. Main Rd.
:Mlddlelown, RI

846-1018
447-4520

.• RWC Cagers "Soare" to success
It

V~·

Mon-SaI9:30-5:30·
Frll1l8 pm:

••

••

Senior
Mechanical Engin~ers
On Wednesday, March 25th, a recruiter from
Kingsbury Machine Tool Corporation, from
Keene, New Hampshire, will be coming to
RWC to interview Senior Mechanical Engineering majors. The Company specializes in
Mechanical Drafting / Machine Design.
We need to hear from interested students by
March 20th. Call our office [255-2250] and set
up a time for your half hour interview. You will
a!so need to bring a copy of your resume.

Welcome to
"<::7

JWl!l!f

"

n I
'
V.:Jalzano ~

SPECIALS DAILY
AIR-CONDITIONED
TUES.-SUN. OPEN FROM 12 NOON

400 Metacom Avenue
Bristol, Rhode Island 253-9811

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

-

he

Bristol .Picture Frame Co.
CUSTOM FRAMING
Wood & Metal Stock Frames
Prints & Posters
Chop Service on Metal Mouldings
You Assemble
M-F 10-5, Thurs 10-7
379 High Sireel
Brlslol, RI
Sa11D-3
Stephen R. Mascena
253-7357

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Confederate Flags
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Remember the South with a beautiful 3ft. x 51t.
Confederate Battle Flag. Only $18.95 postage
paid
100 percent Heavy Duty Cotton Bunting
washable
weather proof
Allow 2-4 weeks delivery. Please send $18.95
check of money order to
Pippins Antiques
517 Worcester Road
Rouze 9
Natick, Massachusetts 01760
[this flag is of the highest quality cotton
bunting and is not manufactured with any
synthetic materials or inexpensive cotton.
sheeting.]
Order Now - Order LaterThis Offer Does Not Expire

provide order through effective
leadership.
A winning program was- not the
only goal for Coach Soares;
also
strove to create a postitive environment for the players. "I wanted the
boys to have a good taste in their
mouths when they left our program," he said.
Forward Chip Bruce, a senior, will
attest to the fact that his latter two
seasons were far more enjoyable
than the first two. "It was great;
for the first time, everybody was
pulling for each other as a team,"
Bruce said.
Coach Soares treats each player as
an individual and yet maintains a
proper perspective of a team effort.
Flexibility is another trademark of
Soares; ·be tries to fit the system to
the players. "I use the team that I
have and work from that point," he
said.

R1 hockey players on the team
should continue to grow as long as
"You've come a· long way,
the team keeps winning because
baby" is the phrase that captures
success breeds success.
the story of the RWC hockey team.
Coach Soares is not sure of what
kind of high school players he can
Just two seasvn ago, Coach Alan
Soares took on the coaching resattract, but he does know that next
ponsibilities. He inherited a team
year he will have a fme nucleus on
that had won only five games in the
which to build.
two previous seasons. The only
Some of the key men that are
recognition the hockey team had
returing are; junior rightwing larry
received was for pugilistic excellEllis who ·provided some of the
ence.
offensive thrust, sophomore rightwing Roger Andrea who skated
In his rookie season, Coach Soares
circles around the opposing defenguided the team to 7-13-1 record.
This season the snowball kept
se, and Co-Captain Da'id Inman, a
rolling and the hockey team continconverted defenseman who will
ued to roll up victories. They
provide the leadership.
finished· the season at 13-13-1
Other players who will contribute
much next year are; freshman
overall and 9-4-1 in the league.
defensemen Bruce Green, Brad
This score was good enough to
Tettle, and the team's biggest
secure third place and a playoff
offensive punch center. Bob
berth.
There are many factors that
Blanchette, who lead the team in
scoring.
contribute to the newfound success
of the team. Coach Alan Soares is
It's always nice to look ahead and
Coach Soares believes that contina major reason for the turnabout.
ued success of the hockey team will predict a brighter future, but we
In speaking with Soares, he comes prove beneficial in other areas.
must take a moment to reflect
across as a positive, intelligent, and
The fan support was more than upon the past and honor the seniors
optimistic individual.
He is a adequate at the home games, which.. who played through thick and thin;
responsible coach with an extensive were played at Portsmouth Abbey Paul King, Scott Bush, Alan
hockey background.
rink. The crowds were loud, but Rotatori, Chip Bruce, and last but
He has served hockey in various generally positive and encouraging, especially not least, defenseman
capacities from minor league play- Soares said. He believes that if the Dan Murphy.
ing, coaching peewee leagues and team keeps winning the fans will
Murphy was a team leader and
Divison III teams, acting as Divi- jump on the bandwagon. He was well-respected by his teammates
sion I coach for 12 years, to pro- appreciative of the fan support but and opposing players. Murphy's
f~onal scoutin. for the NHL.
hopes to see many new faces next play was characterized by determinCoach Soares has improved the year.
ation, hustle, and unequaled tenahockey program by instituting a
A winning program will also entice city. His consistent checking and
new philosophy based on mutual local high school players who are aggressive play set the game tempo
respect, organization, and disci- graduating and thinking of a coll- and J*ovided an example to be
pline.
followed by his teammates.
ege hockey team to RWC.
Coach Soares believes that the
These men all did an outstanding
In his flI'st year as coach there
team was in a chaotic state when he were no RI players on the team.
job and will be missed greatly next
took over and that it was his job to This year there were four. The list year.
by Greg Rosenfield

Basketball
Hawks hope for
better season

by James Henn.reld
The basketball Hawks finished
their 1981 season with a record of
11 wins and IS losses. This score
almost doubl their 1980 record.
This was Coach Mike Raffa's flI'st
season , and although the team's
record is mediocre, they believe
considerable progress has been
made from last year.
One of the key men for the Hawks
is center Ed Randolph. Randolph's
total of points this season brought

him over the 1,000 point marker.
Randolph believes the team can
make the playoffs next year. "I
believe the team could make the
finals, the team that stands in the
way is Franklin Pierce."

Along with Randolph, Lenny
Washington has contributed good
defense and strong shooting to the
teant'.

The Hawks have high expectations
for next year.

~~~==============================---==

REVISED BUS SCHEDULE

Monday, Wednesday, Friday
Molor Lodge To Campus
·7:30 .
8:30
9:30
10:45
11:45
1:45
2:45
3:45
4:45
8:30
Campus 10 Molor Lodge

TueSd8Y, Thu~y
Molor Lodge 10 Campus
7:30
·9:00
10:45
12:15
1:45
3:15
3:45
4:45
8:30

Salurday, Sunday
Molor Lodge 10 C8mpus
11:00
'12:00
"1:45 (8Imecs)
3:45
4:45
8:00
9:45 (frio & Sal)

Campus 10 Molor Lodge
11:10
12:40
2:10
3:40
5:45
10:00

Campus 10 Molor Lodge
1:00
2:00
H 4:00 (almaca)
5:45
1:00 (Sal)
10:00 (Sun)

11:10
12:10
1:10
2:10
3:10
4:1;
5:45
10:00
1:00 (Frio only)
II The bus will pick up and drop off at Motor Lodge and K & R.
lUI The buss will drop off and pick up at Almacs on Saturday only.
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